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ABSTRACT
Passive control techniques are applied experimentally to examine different aspects of a
supersonic multistream rectangular nozzle representing a modern airframe-integrated
variable cycle engine. The flow is comprised of a core stream (M = 1.6) and bypass (M =
1.0) that merge behind a splitter plate and exit through a Single Expansion Ramp Nozzle (SERN) onto an aft-deck. Previous efforts for the nominal nozzle configuration have
shown that an instability initiated at the splitter plate trailing edge (SPTE) influences the
effectiveness of the third stream as a barrier for the aft-deck and persists through the entire
domain due to its reaction with the shock train. To address this, passive flow control was
implemented by introducing sinusoidal spanwise modifications along the splitter plate
edge. The SPTE was identified as the highest region of sensitivity via LES. Results on
different spanwise wavenumbers indicate reduction of the dominating tone with increasing wavenumber. Additionally, the sinusoidal trailing edge induces streamwise vorticity,
which enhances mixing between the two streams and breaks up the shed structures seen
previously. A wavenumber corresponding to one simulated was tested experimentally
via the use of simultaneous nearfield pressure and velocity in conjunction with farfield
acoustics. Farfield acoustic measurements have confirmed the diminishment of the tone
for the wavy SPTE. PIV and velocity profiles for mean fields revealed higher plume vectoring for the nominal aft-deck. The shear layers and the region along the aft-deck surface
displayed significant enhancement of velocity variability through low order statistics. As
a result of this increase, the POD modes were reordered for the wavy SPTE. Wavy modes
had smaller spatial structures presented in lower modes, with increased energy content
when compared to the same modes in the nominal flow.
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CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION

1.1

S

Motivation
U personic

flight has long standing applications on the military stage and is seeing

a resurgence in the civilian domain. High speed aircraft have been limited due

to the need for improvements on speed, fuel economy, engine and airframe noise [50],
environmental impact and mechanical reliability [24]. Modern designs have the potential
to overcome some of these challenges by straying from traditional designs and adding
complexity to the system.
Bold designs have demanded the scientific community to recognize shortcomings in
knowledge of flows emanating from complex nozzle designs and tackle the problem from
a fundamental to applications based understanding. From a fundamental standpoint, researchers must understand the physics of the flow so as to identify dynamical structures
or fluid mechanisms that can adversely impact the nozzle design and then use the pertinent information in a redesign. The application side requires the implementation of designs to be efficient, light weight, and as simple as possible to meet mission requirements.
Through basic research, without losing sight of the application, the work presented here
aims to achieve flow control by the use of a simplistic passive approach. The control
scheme is used to mitigate a high frequency tone that was shown to be a detriment to a
modern nozzle design.
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1.2

Background

Aircraft engine development has made tremendous strides over the past few decades to
keep up with the growing demands of the industry. Engine designs have an abundance
of criteria to meet while generally needing to remain relatively light, fast and quiet. There
has also been focus on improved fuel efficiency over a variety of operating conditions
with little environmental impact [50]. To meet these growing demands, engineers are
forced to move from more traditional and well studied nozzles to more intricate configurations. Challenges arise in these flows due to the unique geometries and lack of
knowledge on the turbulent flows emanating from the exhausts.
The circular nozzle has been the primary design for aircraft dating back through the
decades. These nozzles were easy to produce and well understood due to their axisymmetry. Some of these designs were integrated into the aircraft. An example of an integrated engine with a circular nozzle is the F-86 Sabre, developed in the late 1940s. At the
time, the design met the needs of the military for high-speed dog fights. Designs quickly
shifted to meet performance and maneuverability needs based on the arena in which they
were used.
This led to a transition in the early 1980s to more unique and vehicle specific designs
such as the high aspect ratio rectangular nozzle of the Lockheed F-117 Nighthawk. The
Northrop B-2 Spirit, in the late 1980s, introduced the exhausting flow over a complex
geometry on the aircraft surface, potentially introducing pressure loading on the surface
due to the exhaust coming in contact with the aircraft surface.
Next-generation nozzles such as Fig. 1.2 introduce new difficulties as many features of
turbulent flows are present in close proximity. The nature of these nozzles being vehicle
specific also requires knowledge of the flow dynamics so that such factors can be taken
into account when creating new designs.
2

Figure 1.1: Northrop Grumman B-2 Spirit. Photo credit: Staff Sgt. Bennie J. Davis III.

Figure 1.2: Next-generation fighter concept, Boeing F/A-XX.
The challenge of the more complex modern engine designs is understanding the flow
in order to manipulate the physics for performing different functions. This can range from
varying thrust for applications such as economic cruise in long range capabilities, maneuverability, and thrust vectoring. The branch of fluid mechanics responsible for achieving
these functions is flow control, in which ideally only small changes are introduced for a
large impact on the flow.
3

For placement of these devices in practical applications, it is necessary to identify dominating features of the flowfield. In this study, the focus is on turbulent flow in which the
flow is dominated by large scale coherent structures, small scale mixing influenced by
turbulent velocity fluctuations and flowfield instabilities. Amongst these features, instabilities tend to be relatively receptive in nature and therefore a reasonable consideration
for flow control given the general premise of introducing epsilon sized disturbances to
achieve order one type response.
There are two primary categories of control in the fluid control community: passive
control and active control. Evident from the names, passive involves a modification to a
geometry, whether that be modifying a component that is already in the application or
the addition of non-moving components to an existing design such as vortex generators,
surface roughness, or lobed-mixers. Active control is the counterpart to passive control,
where the flow can be actively controlled by moving components in a design. This could
range from stationary actuators that provide input to the system in the form of blowing
or suction or even a part that moves such as a flap or slat.
Each form of control possesses unique advantages and disadvantages. Passive control
is simplistic in a way that there are no moving parts. Passive control is advantageous
in its simplicity because it does not require energy input or control feedback. Typically,
the control schemes are more viable options financially and offer less complications once
implemented. However, the control is limited. Modifications are often not possible postimplementation and if necessary typically require an additional component to be manufactured. Active control on the other hand offers dynamic control and can be modified
based on feedback from the system. This approach is often more complex as there are
more considerations involving the placement, type, and number of actuators. The actuators cause increased expense monetarily and require energy input into the system. Therefore, the pros and cons of each control strategy must be evaluated before use to determine
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the most appropriate for a given application.
This thesis will focus on one modern engine design with the goal of analyzing the use
of passive control by comparing the dynamics of the controlled and uncontrolled flows.
Simulations will be used to inform experimental designs of the control surface. Particle Image Velocimetry (PIV) and pressure measurements will be used to characterize the
flowfield and identify potential differences in the flow caused by the control implementation. The experiments in this study will be compared against nominal nozzle results by
Magstadt [56], Berry [11] and Tenney [101]. Experiments performed here will focus on the
use of the nominal aft-deck for comparison to LES data once available. The two datasets
will compliment each other by providing details of the flow where limitations occur in
the other. Details of the experimental campaign are provided in the following section as
to the purpose of the passive control used, and how the flowfield will be examined.
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1.3

Objectives & Outline

The overarching goal of this study is to examine aspects of a supersonic multi-stream jet,
namely the Multi-Aperture Rectangular Single expansion ramp nozzle (MARS), which
represents a canonical airframe-integrated variable cycle engine architecture. The flowfield consists of two streams separated by a splitter plate; an upper supersonic core stream
and a lower sonic bypass stream, which exit onto an aft-deck plate. Uniqueness of the jet
design and the close proximity of various features in the flow demand basic research be
performed to understand the implications of the design without losing sight of the application.
Results for the MARS from previous researchers detail adverse regions and instabilities of the flow that work against the advantages of the design. The two regions of interest
are the splitter plate trailing edge that separates the two merging streams and the aft-deck
that emulates a control surface extending beyond the nozzle lip. An instability initiated at
the splitter plate trailing edge is responsible for a 34 kHz (St ⇠ 3.3) tone that permeates the
flow domain. The aft-deck region can have unsteady surface loading and the variation of
deck length can determine the plume deflection. These regions have been shown to be receptive in nature which lends them to be obvious candidates for flow control. Therefore,
passive control is implemented on the MARS in select locations based on the following
objectives.

• Examine baseline jet features to determine any detrimental attributes of the baseline
flow by surveying unsteady and mean statistics of the experimental and computational domain data sets
• Devise a means for passive control of the jet to diminish the 34 kHz tone and reduce
the magnitude of the unsteady instability impacting the aft-deck surface
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• Determine how deck length affects the plume deflection in the modified splitter
plate case versus the nominal splitter plate case
• Compare statistical measures of the controlled flow to that of the baseline by capturing high quality data sets of:
- Far-field acoustics
- Stereoscopic particle image velocimetry
- Near field pressures
• Explore and identify the physical mechanisms that contribute to any alterations in
the flow through modeling techniques

In order to meet these objectives, this document contains necessary background information pertaining to turbulence, rectangular flows, acoustics and the methods used
to quantify those means in Chapter 2 and Chapter 3. Chapter 4 sets the stage for the
MARS design, the receptive regions of the nozzle, and the passive control strategies implemented. The facility capabilities, experimental techniques used to measure velocity
and pressure, and the jet rig specifications are provided in Chapter 5. Chapter 6 discusses
the results comparing the passively controlled jet to the nominal jet for mean and unsteady flow statistics. Concluding remarks are presented in Chapter 7, along with future
work geared toward active control of the nozzle.
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CHAPTER 2
BACKGROUND

The following sections attempt to give the reader insight into the fundamentals of high
speed flows in order to manipulate the physics within them. This includes but is not limited to turbulent scales, fluid interactions, and aeroacoustics. Background on these topics
sets the stage for the passive control literature review presented and provides information
that is necessary for performing analytical methods on the flow.

2.1

Turbulence

Jet engines are turbulent in nature as they have high speeds (i.e. high Reynolds numbers),
operate in a turbulent atmospheric environment, and have multiple moving components.
This poses many challenges due to the non-linear nature of turbulence. However, certain
parameters can be realized to achieve understanding of these flows such as the categorization of laminar vs. turbulent flows through a dimensionless quantity.
Dimensionless numbers play a powerful role in fluid mechanics as a way to express
ratios relating various forces to determine a fluids characteristics. Insight into the behavior can aid in scaling and simplifying the non-linear equations to obtain a solution. One
of the most common dimensionless numbers in fluid mechanics is the Reynolds number
(Re). Reynolds number is expressed mathematically as Eqn. 2.1 where ⌫ is the kinematic
viscosity and U and L are the characteristic velocity and characteristic length respectively.
The quantity is powerful in that if U, L and ⌫ are changed for a given setup, but Re is
matched, the two flows will have the same dynamics.
Re =
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UL
⌫

(2.1)

This quantity provides physical insight as to the relation between inertial and viscous
forces in a fluid flow. If Re is above a critical value, for instance, Re > 4000, the inertial
forces are able to overcome the viscous forces and the flow is turbulent. Beyond this
threshold, the flow is no longer deterministic and will be different for each realization.
Complexity arises from these stochastic flows because of the associated spatiotemporal scales. The largest scales of turbulence, in the form of large ”eddies”, contain
most of the turbulent kinetic energy within the flow. This energy is transferred down
through the energy cascade to the smallest length scale, or Kolmogorov scale of turbulence where the energy is then viscously dissipated.
These so called eddies are coherent structures within the flow, i.e. distinct structures or
flow patterns that can be realized amongst the disorder. This term was coined to explain
the large scale motion of fluid masses that have phase correlated vorticity in a region of
space. The footprints of these structures are seen throughout analysis of the turbulent jet,
within shear layers, in the corner vortices, in POD modes, etc.

2.1.1

Turbulence Statistics

Analytical solutions to the compressible N.S. equations are intractable; However, key
statistics can be measured and extracted with careful precision in an experimental environment to gain insight into the dynamics of the high Re flow. There are various levels
of statistics that can provide information on fluctuating quantities within the flow. First
order statistics, such as the mean, are calculated via Dantec Dynamic Studios, therefore
the following discussion focuses on second moments.
The nonlinear equations that describe turbulence, given below, are known as the
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Navier-Stokes equations.
@ui
@ui 1 @
+uj
=
@t
@x j ⇢ @x j
Where u is the velocity, ⇢ is the density, and

i j + gi

is the stress tensor characterized by

@ui @u j
+
ij = p ij +µ
@x j @xi
for a Newtonian fluid.

ij

(2.2)

!

(2.3)

is the Kronecker delta, p is the hydrodynamic pressure and

µ is the dynamic viscosity. By inspection, there are two components to the stress tensor,
a normal component that can change the volume of the body and a deviatoric component that can distort the body. To simplify these equations, we confront compressibility.
Discontinuities in the form of shock waves accrue in imperfectly expanding supersonic
jets. They are driven by the difference in pressure between the flow and the ambient air
in which the fluid is being expelled into. Supersonic flows containing oblique shocks, expansion fans, compression waves, mixing layers, etc., all complicate the ability to directly
solve the N.S. equations and present a challenge in scaling terms for multiple characteristic parameters are present. Therefore, in order to simplify, careful assumptions can be
made.
Morkovin’s hypothesis, first proposed in 1962, suggests that for moderate Mach numbers (M < 5) shear flows will ”follow the incompressible pattern” [64]. Bradshaw [17]
indicated that high-speed flows can be modeled as incompressible when the density fluctuations are sufficiently weak. Magstadt [56] determined that the hypothesis holds true
for the core flow of the nozzle of interest as long as the calculation is not performed directly on a shock wave. With this consideration, the incompressible equations of motion
are
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Reynolds Stress:

@ui
@ui 1 @2 ui
+uj
=
+ gi
@t
@x j ⇢ @x j @x j

(2.4)

@ui
=0
@xi

(2.5)

In the above equations, a velocity record of a turbulent flow includes

both the mean and fluctuating components. This holds true for other terms such as pressure and stress. The Reynolds decomposition of these terms can be expressed as
ui = Ui + u0i

(2.6)

pi = Pi + p0i

(2.7)

ij

= ⌃i j +

0
ij

(2.8)

where capitol symbols denote the mean value and a prime is used for fluctuations. Using
these equations with Eqn. 2.4 and taking the average of all terms obtains the Reynolds
momentum equation:
Uj

⌘
@Ui 1 @ ⇣
=
⌃i j ⇢u0i u0j + gi
@x j ⇢ @x j

(2.9)

Here, ⇢u0i u0j represents the Reynolds stress. This term indicates the contribution of turbulent fluctuations to the mean stress tensor. The convention for this tensor experimentally
is to drop the density and instead refer to Ri j , the Reynolds stress as u0i u0j . The main diagonal terms of this tensor are the normal stresses and the off-diagonals are the shear stress.
This tensor is symmetric, therefore it contains only 6 independent variables which can
be measured experimentally. This is fortunate since when one tries to add equations via
the Reynolds stress, more unknowns such as u0i u0j u0j are introduced, leading to the closure
problem of turbulence.

RMS: A simple second moment of interest is the root-mean-square. This value is obtained for each grid location by taking the square root of the mean square departure from
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the mean velocity (u, v, or w) value at that location of the grid. The u-component of
velocity will be of primary interest here for comparisons to the nominal nozzle.
v
u
t N ✓ ◆
1 X 02
urms =
u
N n=1 i

(2.10)

The root-mean-square of the fluctuations represents the turbulence strength as the standard deviation of the fluctuations.

Turbulent Kinetic Energy: Similar to the RMS, turbulent kinetic energy (TKE) describes
how energy is passed through fluctuations in velocity. This method however accounts for
fluctuations of each component instead of homing in on a singular component. The TKE
can be expressed mathematically as

1
k = (u02 + v02 + w02 )
2

(2.11)

Based on the symmetry of the rectangular geometry and the previous studies of the
nozzle [11, 56, 94] the assumption was made that the w component of velocity is minimized on the symmetry plane. As they were considered negligible the component was
left out of nominal centerline analysis and for the direct comparison here, will be left out
as well.

Dilatation Additionally, we seek to determine the effects of the SPTE on the resulting
shock train. From inspection of Eqn. 6.5, dilatation provides a scalar value for each vector
location.

div v =

du dv
+
dx dy
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(2.12)

The information highlighted will be areas of abrupt expansions or contractions. Positive values are associated with expansions of the flow, i.e. expansion fans whereas negative values spotlight the shock-waves. This may also provide information on the organization of the shock train, the strength of these features and their extent downstream.

2.1.2

Application

The means to quantify a turbulent flow discussed throughout this section will be used for
each nozzle configuration to provide low order statistical indications of how the presence
of the wavy SPTE affects the resulting flowfield. Each of the parameters is able to be
measured directly through the use of the experiments outlined in Chapter 5.
These statistics allow for more insight into the aspects of turbulence that are at play
that may not be obvious in a mean flow field contour. For instance, the RMS values
will provide an indication of the turbulence strength for a given position. Therefore, if
increased mixing is expected, the RMS, or standard deviation of ”random” velocity fluctuations should in turn increase. That is, if the fluctuations are not ”mixed out” before the
nozzle exit where PIV measurements begin. This is typically used to assess the mean flow
fluctuations, in the u direction. However, to see the role in which the other components
of fluctuating velocity impact the flowfield, we may use TKE.
The TKE equation evaluates the sum of the variances (RMS squared) of the velocity
components. Simplifications can often be made based on the plane under investigation
and the nature of the flow in that region, but in general TKE factors in the three components of velocity. In determining the effect of each fluctuating term on momentum
transport, we consider the Reynolds stress terms. The terms in the Reynolds stress tensor
describe the way in which the three components of fluctuating velocity contribute to the
transfer of momentum in the system, i.e. how significant are the nonlinear convective
13

forces.
In tandem with RMS, TKE and Reynolds stresses, dilatation is also be analyzed. Dilatation yields velocity gradient information to identify aspects such as shock structure
and shock and expansion fan locations. Evaluation of the previously mentioned statistics
in conjunction with dilatation can provide an indication for any change in the shock train.
The turbulence statistics will be used in the following sections to provide deeper insight
into not only the mean flow contour plots but also reduced order modeling (ROM) that is
detailed in Section 3.2.

2.2

Aeroacoustics

Aeroacoustics gained its presence in the fluid community by the famous papers of
Lighthill [52, 53]. The noise from imperfectly expanded jets due to the presence of shocks
has been studied by many researchers from the time of Lighthill. Tam showed coherent
structures are responsible for noise contributions in a jet [99]. The scale of the structures
responsible can range from large scale to fine scale depending on the nozzle and its operating conditions. When these structures interact with ambient air, powerful transverse
pressure waves are induced and observed as farfield jet noise and screech. The concept of
screeching jets extends back to the work of Powell [78] who described the phenomenon
solely using schlieren imaging. He observed disturbances that originate at the nozzle lip,
propagate downstream to interact with shock cells, and reflect upstream to close the resonant loop. Jet noise has been explored in detail since, and a number of methods to extract
and isolate these structures has been proposed.
Jet noise is associated with three components: turbulent mixing noise, broad band
shock associated noise (BBSAN), and screech tones [99]. Discrete tones, known as screech,
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are a specific form of BBSAN that can arise in imperfectly expanded nozzles based on the
operating conditions. Screech upstream propagating acoustic disturbances and downstream propagating hydrodynamic disturbances are driven by four key processes: instability wave growth, instability-shock interaction, acoustic feedback, receptivity processes.
Screech is initiated and sustained through interaction of shock cell structures and vortices
in the mixing layer that create the intense tonal noise. Based on the spacing of the shock
cells, instability modes can be excited and amplified through the feedback loop. The
strongest screech tones are generated when the phases of pressures radiated from each
shock cell best reinforce each other at the nozzle exit.
Screech is extremely sensitive to operating conditions because of the impact on shock
structure. The following factors may impact the screech and are affected by the shock cell
structure: screech modes, amplitude, unsteadiness and screech source structure. The jet
conditions also modify the shock strength which in turn affects the initiation and destabilization of screech. Given the sensitivity to shock structure, it comes as little surprise that
for rectangular jets with uniform exit, screech frequency can be predicted by the shock
spacing [100, 65].
Aeroacoustic research surrounding screech is complicated because of the sensitivity of
screech and the amount of factors that should be regarded. Some of these considerations
are the frequency/frequencies at which screech appears. Nozzles with thicker lips tend
to present multiple simultaneous screech tones. If there are multiple screech tones, they
should be evaluated for the most dominant tone and the intermittent or steady nature
should be determined. Additionally, if multiple tones are present it is important to see
whether the frequencies coexist or if they are mutually exclusive.
These basic processes are observed in screeching jets issuing from nozzles of any
shape. However, rectangular jet shock structures are typically significantly more complex due to the corner vortices and axis switching. Raman [81] studied these elements
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for rectangular and bevel geometries of a supersonic screeching jet. He contrasted timeaveraged spectra plots with instantaneous spectra to evaluate the unsteadiness and frequency content of jet for various Mach numbers. Mach numbers 1.3, 1.4, 1.5, 1.6, 1.7
were tested and found that an increase in Mach number resulted in a shift of the screech
frequencies to lower frequencies. He found that the jets produced screech that was in
general weaker than jets with spanwise uniform shock cells. The nonuniform nozzles
also exhibited screech over a very limited range of Mach numbers and the shock strength
determined the unsteadiness of the screech. Jet noise in a rectangular nozzles with and
without an aft-deck was also studied by Bridges [19]. He provides evidence that the noise
in the farfield increases with increased aft-deck length.
Temperature also plays a role in jet noise though the effects on screech amplitude are
less known. It has the immediate effect of altering the convective velocity of downstream
propagating waves. Very hot jets often do not screech and follow the trend of axisymmetric findings where a decrease in screech amplitude occurs with an increase in temperature
[49]. Rectangular jets experience the opposite, showing an increase in amplitude with increased temperature ratio [99, 84].

2.3

2.3.1

Complex Nozzles

Engine Architecture

There has been a heavy push in the last decade to understand engine geometries other
than the axisymmetric engines for aircraft use. This is in part due to the wealth of knowledge that already exists on the symmetric configuration from fundamental research, a
few of which can be referenced here [32, 63, 86, 69, 110, 35]. Limitations of the geometry
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arise when planes need to perform efficiently over a range of operating conditions. Current fighter designs are limited in mission capabilities due to range, fuel consumption,
etc. Air Force Research Labs (AFRL) and General Electric desired to study an alternative,
more complex nozzle of which has been designed for use at Syracuse University. The
nozzle has been explored and has progressed over the last decade at Syracuse University.
Conventional turbofan engines operate by two incoming flow streams: the core stream
and the fan stream. Traditional turbofan engine designs are comprised of a singular bypass stream. The air intake diverts air through either the core or bypass. The air that
flows through the core undergoes compression through a low pressure and subsequent
high pressure compressor stage before entering the combustion chamber. Fuel is then injected into the air to create a fuel-air mixture for ignition. Upon ignition, the air exits the
combustor and expands through a series of high and low pressure turbines that deliver
power to the compressor. The hot air is then exhausted through the nozzle, meets back
up with the fan flow surrounding the core and exits to the ambient air. The engine design is popular amongst civilian aircraft due to its efficiency but the design is not easily
integrated into the airframe.
Traditional designs have gone through many iterations to resolve the optimization for
supersonic and subsonic cruise that was prompted in the 1950s. Solutions by GE [42] and
the Air Force [41] initiated the variable cycle movement and prompted investigation into
double bypass (three stream) engine designs. An engine architecture studied in detail by
Simmons (2009) [90] is a modern three stream variable cycle engine (VCE). The goal of
the design was to create an engine that could vary internal geometry for specific mission
requirements, i.e. high specific thrust for quick maneuvering or reduced specific fuel
economy for cruise. A general three stream design is shown in Fig. 2.3.
The VCEs claim to reduce fuel consumption by 12 or more percent in an industry that
sees one percent as an improvement. To understand the operation in which the variable
17

Figure 2.1: Traditional turbofan operation [1].
engines can provide the claimed high efficiency cruise and high specific thrust, we look
more closely at the design by Simmons. The three stream VCE has two bypass streams
which are critical to improving propulsive efficiency. As the engine is throttled back, air
can be diverted through the bypass streams to achieve an increase in propulsive efficiency.
The airflow diversion system, by design, has multiple ways to limit the air through the
core and reroute air through the bypass streams. The components in yellow in Fig. 2.2
and 2.3 are variable parts.

Figure 2.2: Two dimensional illustration of a generic three stream engine [90].
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Figure 2.3: Three dimensional view of generic three stream engine [90].
While the design studied by Simmons intentionally minimized mechanical complexity
while achieving the mission requirements, basic research on the full architecture would
be difficult. The asymmetric nature in and of itself is a unique basic research area for
the rectangular geometry. Because of the complexity, the design was simplified for an
initial research setting beginning with the three stream design. The three streams in the
engine are consolidated to two physical streams in the nozzle used for this study. Key
aspects of the design are maintained such as the single expansion ramp nozzle (SERN),
the multistreams, and the aft-deck used to simulate airframe integration. Though reduced
from the full engine design, the configuration is still complex. The interaction of these
aspects in close proximity are still under heavy observation though strides have been
made for this particular nozzle by many researchers at Syracuse University [11, 14, 15,
13, 55, 56, 57] and The Ohio State University [98, 95, 96, 97, 94]. Further details as to the
nozzle design based on this engine architecture are presented in Section 4.1.

2.3.2

Rectangular Jet Flow

As mentioned in the previous section, there is an abundance of knowledge on axisymmetric flowfields regarding flow evolution, coherent structures, and even flow control on
axisymmetric nozzles. The provided citations are no where near an exhaustive list but the
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reader is encouraged to start with those if interested in axisymmetric designs. Literature
on more complex nozzles is less readily available.
The rectangular nozzle is a complex design that has proven more convenient for system integration over axisymmetric designs and has been studied by researchers over the
past few decades by [19, 47, 48, 44, 83, 100, 58] and others. One of the first experiments
on rectangular nozzles began with the work of Sforza et al.. They accounted for the attributes of the jet from the expulsion of the plume from the nozzle exit to the extent where
the flow similates that of axisymmetric flowfields. The dynamics were investigated for a
number of nozzle cases that ultimately lead to three distinct regions being defined for an
asymmetric nozzle. The rectangular design is defined by a major axis and minor axis.

Figure 2.4: Three dimensional view of generic three stream engine [90].
The three sections were denoted the potential core, the characteristic decay and the
20

axisymmetric type decay. Krothapalli [47] extended the work for detailed analysis of each
flow region. His findings are as follows. The potential core (region I) is the region in which
the velocity, in the axial direction, remains essentially constant. This section is followed
by the characteristic decay (region II) where the flow behaves like a planar jet and the
velocity decays. Following this, the flow in region III mimics that of an axisymmetric
flow. Progression from each section to the next is due to the meeting of the shear layers
for each of the axes, in dashed line on the schematic.
Another feature of the rectangular nozzle that one might note is the corner regions.
The corners can lead to strong three-dimensional phenomena in the flow dynamics
known as corner vortices. The corner vortex evolution can play a role in the downstream
development of the plume by reducing the potential core region [105]. The corner regions
also can affect the flow within the nozzle, such as the separation seen in the study of supersonic rectangular jet through a SERN by Xiang & Babinsky [108]. They found that the
corner separation has a strong influence on the size and shape of the downstream separation on the bottom surface. This could in-fact effect the separation on the aft deck or
nozzle floor.
It is crucial to bear in mind the obvious differences from the rectangular nozzles discussed here and the nozzle of interest in this study. For instance, these regions are well
documented for the subsonic cases; however, steps into the supersonic realm complicate
these regions based on compressibility and shock waves. It is possible that regions could
be slightly redefined to accommodate the shock induced changes such as a threshold being set for the potential core variation instead of a virtually constant value. Additionally,
the regions are defined for a jet with a single stream. In the case of the three stream nozzle design, two streams are at play. With this, the following section explores how the
interaction of multistream jets can affect the resulting flowfield.
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2.3.3

Multistream Jets

Enhanced mixing has been a desirable trait sought after by the industry to aid in thermal
relief of a structure by the use of additional bypass streams which act as a shield to the aircraft surface. Additionally, the multistream problem has been studied less for structural
longevity and more on the premise of reducing noise emissions. The notion of mixing,
however advantageous, can come at a cost and can be a comprise for momentum in the
axial direction. The momentum displaced in other velocity components, if known, could
potentially be used for thrust vectoring but is a compromise nonetheless. Many designs
discussed in Section 2.4 utilize lobed mixers to create this mixing. Multistreams sought
to provide similar mixing capabilities of lobed mixers in a more simplistic, efficient and
light weight solution.
At the heart of both resolves is the idea of shear layers. The existence of additional
shear layers creates a more shallow gradient of velocity to step down the flow more gradually as it advances to the ambient air through the shear layers or even inside the exhaust
duct [70]. The shear layer growth is dominated by the instability of the contained large
scale structures. Such large scale coherent structures have been seen in supersonic shear
layers from the time of Ortwerth & Shine [67] who studied merging streams of helium
and nitrogen at Mach 3. Almost a decade later, Papamoschou & Roshko [74] followed
these experiments with the intent to study shear layers of varying density, velocity, and
Mach numbers.
A substantial amount of the research to date focuses on the noise component of the
multistream design. Two stream designs studied by Papamoschou and Debiasi [71] were
oriented to determine how the turbulent mixing noise is modified by the introduction
of an addition stream in an axisymmetric nozzle. They found that thrust was reduced
in high-speed applications due to total pressure loss from the mixing and drag of the
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mechanical mixer. The mixing however caused a drastic decrease in nearfield noise and a
still substantial difference in the farfield noise. An extension of this work, performed by
Papamoschou [72], varied the geometry of the surrounding coflow. Modifications were
made to the thicknesses of the coflow and an eccentric case was also studied. A shift
from two stream to three stream nozzle concepts have been studied recently for noise
mitigation in axisymmmetric jets due to the resurgence in interest in civialian supersonic
transport [39, 76, 73].
Many of the configurations listed have focused on the axisymmetric nozzle or flow
behind a flat plate. For the case of more complex nozzles, Papamoschou [70] patented
various bypass duct designs for the large mixing enhancement they provided. This work
details the effect of flow through a converging-diverging (CD) duct and a converging
duct. It should be noted that the multistream nozzle in this study introduces the bypass
stream through a converging only duct.

Figure 2.5: Schematic of the wake behind the splitter plate (M1 > M2). A. Splitter plate. B.
Recirculation zone. C. Expansion waves. D. Reattachment shocks. E. Splitter plate wake
and vortex street. Schematic adapted from Tenney [101].
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The benefits of a multistream design outlined above were explored for the three stream
engine of interest here by Simmons [90]. In order to shift from a systems perspective to
a fundamental understanding, Stack [97] explored the role of the additional stream in
protecting the structural surface while experiments focused more readily on noise [12].
A simplified schematic of the nominal nozzle flow is displayed in Fig. 2.5, highlighting
the region behind the splitter plate where the streams merge within the nozzle. For the
purpose of this study, the noise will also be of concern in the farfield and is used as a
signature of the flow physics inside the nozzle. A shedding instability arises in the region
behind the splitter plate in the nominal nozzle and is attributed to a strong peak frequency
in the farfield. Mixing enhancement devices are evaluated for implementation where the
streams meet. Device considerations are presented in Section 2.4.

2.3.4

Single Expansion Ramp Nozzle

Single Expansion Ramp Nozzles (SERN) have been used heavily for vehicles operating
in the high Mach number regime. They allow for propulsion systems to be highly integrated into a vehicle while producing high levels of thrust through fluid expansion. SERN
designs have been shown to minimize the frictional drag and the nozzle weight [66, 93].
Much of the research revolving around SERNs are focused on their use for hypersonic
flight or performance. The advantages of SERN designs were explored by Capone [22, 23]
through experimental trials. Capone performed a parametric study of the performance
based on off-design operating conditions and found that the nozzles performed better
than their CD counterparts of similar nozzle exit geometries. Xu et al. [109] studied the
concept for supersonic speeds over five nozzle pressure ratios, both experimentally and
numerically. The nozzle was designed for overexpanded flow and Xu’s studied focuses
on insight into the flow phenomena present in a SERN. Re [82] noticed that the SERN
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could assist in plume deflection/vectoring due to the uneven expansion process and the
effect assisted by the use of a rectangular nozzle.
In the MARS, the Multi Aperture Rectangular SERN, the streams merge behind the
splitter plate and exit the nozzle through a SERN. The literature discussed promotes the
notion that the rectangular geometry and the SERN used in unison for the design will
show plume deflection in the wavy SPTE case as was seen in the nominal SPTE nozzle.

2.4

Passive Control

The chosen approach starts with the least complex solution for a desired outcome, hence
passive control of the nozzle is explored before active control will be attempted in the
future. Trailing edge devices are a natural choice to examine flow control. These techniques have been studied extensively for jet nozzles, specifically lobed mixers. These
three-dimensional designs have been used for increased mixing in primarily axisymmetric jets.
Birch et al. (1977) reported the first analytical and experimental study of a mixer nozzle [16]. Later, Paterson [75] performed an extensive experimental investigation of a lobed
mixer. He found that a lobed mixer design could introduce streamwise vortices of opposite signs that would enhance mixing. Werle et al. (1987) [106] and Eckerle et al. (1990)
[29] discuss the wake region near a lobed mixer. They outline the flow as following three
steps: large scale vortices form, intensify and rapidly break down to small scales. Elliot
et al. (1992) [30], in comparing a traditional flat edge splitter plate and a lobed mixer,
found that streamwise vortices shed from the lobed mixer increased the overall mixing
above that of a traditional plate. Kock and Brink (1993) [46] also observed enhanced mixing via geometric manipulation of a splitter plate using lobes. McCormick and Bennett
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(1994) [59] established that the interaction of Kelvin-Helmholtz vortices with streamwise
vortices caused high levels of mixing and created small scale turbulence. Ukeiley et al.
(1992, 1993) [104, 103] and Glauser et al. (1996) [36] showed that turbulence dominated
mixing in the lobed mixer was due to collapse of the pinch-off shear layer. Belovich and
Samimy (1997) [8] summarized previous research as consisting of the mixing of lobed
mixers/nozzles being controlled by three primary elements: streamwise vortex generation, increase in interfacial area between the two flows, and Brown-Roshko type structures due to Kelvin-Helmholtz instabilities.
Kim and Samimy (1999) [45] explored nozzle trailing edge modifications in a supersonic rectangular jet. Their findings indicated that the modifications produced no thrust
loss or gain. They showed that mixing can be significantly enhanced by generating pairs
of streamwise vortices via trailing edge modifications with minimal thrust loss. For a
canonical mixing layer, Fernando & Menon [31] experimentally examined the effects of
different SPTE geometries on the degree of mixing between the two streams of a mixing
layer configuration. They introduced three-dimensional trailing-edge devices in a periodic fashion, with the hypothesis that this would create streamwise vorticity and hence
promote mixing. They observed however, that the devices substantially enhanced the
mixing but only on the lower Mach number side of the flow. Mohan (2015) [62] numerically studied multiple lobed mixer designs and found mixing to be highest in the nearfield
of these jets due to the introduction of strong streamwise vortices. He found stretching
of the interface between two fluids of different properties created two interrelated effects:
increase in interfacial surface area and increase in magnitude of gradients normal to the
interface, both of which augmented mixing.
Many studies have been conducted for lobed mixers and splitter plate geometric modifications which show a trend leading to enhanced mixing and promising results of the
potential impact on thrust. These designs contain added weight, complexity, and more
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severe reduction of thrust for supersonic exhaust. To this point, a more simplified geometric modification that would not increase weight, with the same intent for increased
mixing, will be introduced to the splitter plate trailing edge of the nozzle in this study in
the form of a 2-D wave.
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CHAPTER 3
ANALYSIS METHODS

3.1

Analytical Methods

Diagnostic techniques presented in this section are employed on collected observables
to gain a sense of the spatio-temporal evolution of turbulent structures within the jet
flow. The focus for pressure data will be on traditional spectral analysis methods which
prove useful in comparing the modified nozzle geometries to the nominal design. More
advanced techniques for velocity field data is discussed, such as modal analysis, with a
brief survey of its relevance to turbulence research.

3.1.1

Power Spectral Density

Pressure measurements acquired through experiments provide a time history of the pressure. For any time series signal, specifically pressure in this instance, there will be an
associated frequency spectrum. Frequency analysis aids in identifying events in fluid
mechanics.
The power spectral density (PSD) characterizes a stationary random process in the
frequency domain but is also often used with transient events where the duration is long
relative to the spectral content. PSD allows peak frequencies to be recognized and related
to coherent structures in the flow field.
Power is related to a signal by the square law. Therefore, we can write the two-sided
PSD in the Fourier Transform method provided by Bendat and Piersol [9] as
S i j( f ) =

1
< | p̂⇤ki ( f ) · p̂k j ( f )| >
T
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(3.1)

where T is the duration of the signal, f is frequency, p̂ is the fast Fourier transform
(FFT), * denotes the complex conjugate of the signal and the brackets represent an ensemble average over k blocks for sensors i and j. To express the spectra in terms of a
single-sided spectra we simply evaluate the two-sided PSD over half the domain and
multiply by a factor of two to account for the loss of energy.
Gi j ( f ) = 2S i j ( f )

(0 < f < f s /2)

(3.2)

When i is not equal to j, this is called the cross spectral density function whereas when i
is equal to j the term is coined auto-spectra. Therefore the single-sided auto-spectra can
be expressed by
Gii ( f ) = 2S ii ( f )

(0 < f < f s /2)

(3.3)

With respect to the work here, the auto-spectra is used to confirm reduction of specific
frequencies and identify any variations in the frequencies present within the passively
controlled jet.
Though the frequency data proves itself extremely useful in the realm of turbulence,
there are often questions left unanswered that may be resolved if time-frequency data
is analyzed simultaneously. One such method is an extension of the frequency characterisation provided above is the spectrogram. The spectrogram is a three-dimensional
representation of the time, frequency, and energy. This has implications in jet research
with significant use in aeracoustic work for jet screech. Attributes of interest to screech,
such as amplitude, exclusivity of a frequency, and unsteadiness of a screech frequency
are characteristics that can more readily be known by the use of a spectrogram and thus
will be utilized when examining the effects of various operating conditions on the screech
tones.
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3.1.2

Acoustics

Following the outline of PSD, a way to manipulate this information into another form
is by the use of sound pressure level (SPL). This converts the power into a decibel (dB)
and characterises the difference from the measured pressure to the ambient pressure. The
dB scale offers a representation of noise relative to how humans are sensitive to noise, in
a logarithmic fashion, and is therefore used in many cases concerning noise. It should
be noted that an SPL measurement is specified for a distinct probe location, of which is
stated in the experimental setup section. The conversion of PSD to SPL is simply
0
1
BBB Gii ( f ) CCC
S PLii ( f ) = 10 log10 BBB@ 2 CCCA (0 < f < f s /2)
pre f

(3.4)

where the reference pressure is provided by the manufacturer of the microphones as 20
µPa. Each SPL spectra can be denoted by a single value that captures the energy across all
frequencies for an individual microphone. This quantity is known as the overall sound
pressure level (OASPL). We first integrate each microphone spectra to get the energy content and then convert to decibels based on the reference pressure.
E=

Z

0

f s /2

(3.5)

Gii ( f ) d f

0
BBB E
OAS PL[dB] = 10 log10 BBB@ 2
p

re f
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(3.6)

3.2

Reduced Order Modeling

One of the main challenges of turbulent flows is the ability to analyze complex dynamics
that take place over a wide range of spatio-temporal scales. The means for using analytical methods to tackle such a problem is no small feat and thus researchers typically turn
to other techniques. A group of methods known as Reduced Order Modeling (ROM)
techniques. As the name indicates, the process captures necessary aspects of the flow
while simplifying the level of detail needed to describe the flow features. In return, this
increases the fundamental understanding of the flows in which the full dynamics can not
be described and model the flow based on limited data compared to the necessary data
needed for other analysis methods. ROM can be used to identify coherent structures [10]
and aid in flow control applications.
ROM are prevalent in experimental and computational domains as a simplification to
high-fidelty models to more readily extract a systems dominant dynamics and thus play
an important role in fluid mechanics. Some of the most commonly used ROM methods
are Proper Orthogonal Decomposition (POD) applied by Lumley in 1967 [54] and Dynamic Mode Decomposition (DMD) used by Schmid in 2008 [88]. In this paper, we delve
into POD and its use for high speed flows.

3.2.1

Proper Orthogonal Decomposition

POD can be traced back to the early 1900s, where the essential idea is that a non-linear
partial differential equation can be adequately represented by a finite combination of linear ordinary differential equations (ODE). ROMs can be created by using a finite subset
of the ODEs which are orthogonal in nature. More specifically, it is a mathematical approach that takes non-linear variables and creates a set of linearly uncorrelated variables
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by the use of an orthogonal set of basis functions and hence is a form of singular value
decomposition (SVD).
The fluids community refers to this technique as POD but the approach is referred
to by various names amongst scientific communities. One of which is primarily used in
computer science is principle component analysis 1901 (PCA), Karhuen-Lòeve theorem
1945 (119,143) of signal processing, and empirical orthogonal functions (EOF) amongst
others.
Lumley [54] used POD applied to fluid dynamics to define a physical quantity comprised of spatial-temporal coefficients. The solution to the eigenvalue problem results in
a set of eigenvectors whose order of importance corresponds to their value. The classical
approach can be cumbersome with the quantities of data in modern acquisition systems
and as such other forms of POD are often used instead. Forms of POD have transformed
from the classical approach such as snapshot, extended POD, and frequency-dependent
POD.

3.2.2

Snapshot POD

Dynamical information on time-dependent structures requires time resolved data. Such a
task is very expensive experimentally due to the equipment and data storage needs. Computational researchers also face this cost in simulations due to computation requirements
of multi-variable calculations. Conventional PIV on the other hand samples around 15
Hz. For the purpose of the PIV used herein, the sampling rate of the PIV is 10 Hz. With
this limitation, another method must be procured. Sirovich [92] simplified the classical
POD procedure to an offshoot known as snapshot POD. This alternative method uses
instantaneous, time-independent snapshots to determine spatial modes. By using the
method of snapshots, a large enough time scale is defined such that each individual snap32

shot (instantaneous flowfield) is uncorrelated. This also relies on the number of snapshots
being sufficiently large. Here, the computation time relies on the number of snapshots
and the percent of energy one seeks to capture in the process. The spatial modes used in
conjunction with time-dependent POD coefficients at the times corresponding to the PIV
snapshots yields spatial coherent structures in the flowfield. This is the analysis that is
used in this study as outlined by Meyer et al. [60].
The physical quantity in this study is the velocity field from the PIV data. The vector
data taken from the PIV measurements (u, v, and w) components of velocity) are arranged
within a matrix. The i-index corresponds with the position of the velocity value and the
j-index corresponds with the snapshot number. Each snapshot is a set of velocity values
taken during the PIV tests (post-processed from the raw image).
0
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The auto-covariance matrix is then formulated using Eqn. 3.7.

C̃ = U T U

(3.7)

The eigenvalue problem is set up using Eqn. 3.8. The eigenvalues are arranged in
descending order, meaning the first mode has the greatest amount of energy, the second
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mode should have the second greatest amount of energy, e.t.c.

C̃Ai =

i i

A

(3.8)

The spatial eigenfunctions, , can then be found using Eqn. 6.42.

i

=

PN

i i
n=1 An u
PN i i
|| n=1
An u ||

(3.9)

Once the eigenfunctions and time-dependent coefficients are known, the original flowfield can be reconstructed by multiplying the coefficients to the eigenfunctions.

3.2.3

Observable Inferred Decomposition

Based on the literature throughout this section, we expect to observe signatures of
nearfield phenomena in the farfield noise of our experimental nozzle. Modifying the
flow field with intent to reduce a specific frequency has the possibility to introduce newly
occurring frequencies in the flow. For the purpose of this study, farfield spectra used to indicate frequencies present. Typically, if time-resolved velocities are obtainable, frequencydependent POD often referred to as spectral POD (SPOD) can be performed. SPOD provides space-time information of a data set and can thus provide insight into frequencies
of significance to a flow field in terms of energy. Time-resolved PIV is not available in this
case, however the frequencies of interest are known based on nearfield pressure transducers.
In order to identify the source of frequencies that may arise in the controlled flow, we
seek an additional ROM known as Observable inferred decomposition (OID). This could
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aid in identifying structures tied to acoustic noise and provide a physical understanding
to the noise generation of specific frequencies.
The first resemblance of this technique in was by Tinney et al. [102]. They used
nearfield pressure data correlated with low-dimensional velocity modes of POD. This
served as a jumping off point for to relate reduced order nearfield and farfield information, typically in the form of PIV and acoustics respectively.
With inspiration from Tinney, Jordan et al. 2007 [43] determined a way to identify
modes based on their loudness in a jet via the use of the most observable decomposition
(MOD). The mathematical procedure was the same as Tinney’s however instead of the
nearfield pressure Jordan used low-dimensional farfield acoustics and correlated them to
the low-dimensional velocity modes in the nearfield which then established a ROM based
on acoustics. A draft version of OID was proposed to the fluids community by Jordan and
Schlegel et al. [87]. The method uses empirical data to for structure identification based
on a hydrodynamic attractor and an observable, in which case velocity POD modes and
farfield acoustic pressures are used. OID then procures a linear mapping of the most
energetic velocity modes to the most energetic acoustic features.
The mathematical implementation of OID follows that of POD where we begin by
constructing a low-dimensional velocity field in Eqn. 3.10 where u is the velocity, a are
the time-dependent coefficients and

are the spatial eigenfunctions for each snapshot.

u(~x, t) =

N
X
n=1

aun (t) ni (~x)

(3.10)

The eigenvalue problem for each dataset can be solved using the snapshot method
described in Section 3.2.2. The cross power spectral density (CPSD) is then calculated to
identify the frequencies at which the velocity and pressure are correlated for each mode.
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CPSD is estimated by Eqn. 3.11

Pap ( f ) =

1
X

Rap (m)e

2 j f m⇡

(3.11)

m= 1

and Rap is the correlation of the a POD velocity modes with the p pressure signals at
a given lag, ⌧. Note, the first ten modes are carried from through to this calculation to
reduce the dimensionality of the problem. If we find that a mode is strongly correlated
with a specific frequency then we can look at the spatial structure of that mode. We can
then use the eigenfunction for that mode number to reconstruct the velocity field and see
if any structures can be identified in the instantaneous field. This could be reconstructed
for various snapshots to OID potential structures associated with the frequency.
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CHAPTER 4
PASSIVE CONTROL OF MARS
Flow control is an integral part of system improvement. The flow manipulation involves
identification of parameters that should be altered to meet system requirements for performance, noise, etc. Previous efforts have been made by researchers in Skytop labs to
control various types of flows including the separation over an airfoil, the flow over a
wind turbine blade, and axisymmetric jet flow, all of which have focused on the use of
active flow control.
In previous MARS campaigns, the flow was evaluated for aft-decks of various lengths.
The intent was not to control the flow but rather see how the preliminary nozzle design
would be modified, if at all, by the deck. This was the first inclination of passive control
in the MARS. This study uses those findings and seeks to expand upon them with clear
intention for a passive control scheme on the well studied nominal jet.
The role of passive control in this study is to reduce the frequency associated with the
shedding at the SPTE. The campaign also glimpses at a secondary control scheme via the
use of various aft-deck geometries. The aft-deck and the splitter plate trailing edge are
the two components of interest in this study as both have been shown to influence the
flowfield as will be discussed in the following.

4.1

Nozzle of interest

The MARS poses an interesting challenge for flow physics evaluation due to the presence
of by many fluid aspects within close proximity to one another. The flow issuing from
the nozzle is comprised of supersonic waves, shock-wave boundary layer interactions
(SWBLI), turbulence, mixing layers which contribute to complexity in the system. In
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addition, the general finite extent of the nozzle and the asymmetric geometry contributes
to a three-dimensional flowfield that is often not studying in fundamental research.
The nominal configuration of the nozzle in this study was adapted from a variable
cycle engine designed in collaboration by Wright-Patterson Air Force Base/Air Force Research Laboratory and General Electric, studied in great detail by Simmons [90]. The
engine architecture, seen in Fig. 4.1, combines a splitter plate, multiple streams, airframe
integration and a SERN into a single design. The nozzle adapted for the use in Skytop
Turbulence Laboratory is the Multi-Aperture Rectangular SERN (MARS), Fig. 4.2.

Figure 4.1: Generic three stream engine design.

Figure 4.2: Nozzle of interest: MARS.
The rectangular nozzle is comprised of a primary stream and tertiary stream. The primary stream, also referred to as the core stream, simulates the core and the primary bypass from the variable cycle engine. These streams are assumed to be perfectly premixed
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upstream of the nozzle exit. The tertiary stream acts as the secondary bypass and is introduced in the diverging section of the SERN behind a splitter plate where the streams
coalesce. The merged streams exit through the SERN over an aft-deck plate which mimics
airframe integration. Design operating conditions maintain a bulk flow nozzle pressure
ratio (NPR) of 4.25 which equates to Mach 1.6 at the nozzle exit and a third stream of
Mach 1 that is near-perfectly expanded at a NPR of 1.89 at the third stream entrance.
Distinguishing features of the MARS are the rectangular design, the additional bypass
stream and the SERN. These characteristics accrue several advantages, including better
airframe integration, lower pressure drag compared to axisymmetric nozzles [21], the
ability to incorporate thrust-vectoring [25] and the ability to switch between high specific
thrust and high fuel economy modes of operation, depending on flight requirements [90].
Additionally, it can shield the deck from the thermal loading of the core stream [20], decrease noise [72, 55, 12] and reduce spillage drag for supersonic aircraft at partial power
[42].
The rectangular design of the nozzle allows for ease of integration into the airframe,
thus reducing drag, and decreased supersonic signatures [21]. Inclusion of the additional
bypass stream provides the ability for adaptive control [90], noise reduction [72, 12, 55],
improved fuel efficiency, optimized performance over a range of operating conditions,
and improved cooling for thermal management [20].
As discussed in Section 2.1, nondimensionalized values are a key aspect of the study of
turbulent phenomena. To nondimensionalize parameters such as Reynolds number 2.1, a
characteristic length must be defined for the nozzle. In traditional axisymmetric nozzles,
this was simply the nozzle diameter. For the MARS, however, which is a rectangular
nozzle that consists of a range of characteristic lengths. The scaling parameters become
less obvious, and thus literature is consulted. Dimensions of the nozzle can be seen in
Table 4.1.
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w
ht
he
Dh
De

Nozzle Parameters
Nozzle Width
Throat Height
Exit Height
Hydraulic diameter
Effective diameter

82.3 mm
18.8 mm
30.0 mm
44.5 mm
44.4 mm

Table 4.1: Nozzle parameters.
The hydraulic diameter and the effective diameter are two candidates for dimensional
analysis of a rectangular geometry. Scaling for rectangular geometries traditionally depends on region of interest. In the case of nearfield measurements, momentum driven
parameters such as Reynolds number and the frequency dependent parameter Strouhal
number, can be appropriately scaled by the use of the hydraulic diameter [37, 68] which
is defined as Eqn. 4.1. Here, he is the exit height, w is the nozzle width and Dh is the
hydraulic diameter.

Dh =

2he w
he + w

(4.1)

With enough evolution of the plume downstream, far from the nozzle exit, the flow
cross-section arguably becomes axisymmetric and thus the effective diameter is typically
used for the farfield [58]. The effective diameter, De , which is used to relate a rectangular
exit to the area-equivalent diameter of an axisymmetric jet is calculated by Eqn. 4.2, where
ht is the throat height, w is the nozzle width and ⇡ is a constant.

De = 2

r

ht w
⇡

(4.2)

In calculating the effective and hydraulic diameters in Table 4.2, it is apparent that
the values for this nozzle are virtually the same within 0.5% of eachother. Therefore, for
consistency sake, the hydraulic diameter is used for all Strouhal number calculations to
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allow for direct comparison of the frequencies in the flow domain. This is consistent with
the approach of Berry [11] of which the results herein are directly compared against.
The standard operating conditions for the nozzle as well as scaled parameters are
outlined in Table 4.2.
M1
M3
ReDe
ReDh

Flow conditions
Core flow Mach
number
Tertiary stream Mach
number
Reynolds Number
Reynolds Number

1.6
1.0
2.76 x 106
2.74 x 106

Table 4.2: MARS design operating conditions and scaled parameters.

4.2

Receptive Regions of the MARS

Prime candidates for flow control are components or regions in which order epsilon perturbations will result in higher order responses. The nominal nozzle campaign datasets
were carefully inspected to identify possible control candidates. A thorough experimental
campaign was performed and described by Magstadt [56, 55, 57] and Berry [11, 14, 15, 13].
The campaign used advanced techniques not limited to time-resolved schlieren and
stereoscopic particle image velocimetry. Data obtained from these diagnostics informed
and validated high-fidelity Large-Eddy Simulations (LES) of the same flow conditions
performed by Stack and Gaitonde [98, 95] at The Ohio State University. In addition to
the simulation work done by Stack, simulations were performed by an additional outside source, Dr. Christopher Rusher of Spectral Energies, LLC [85]. The simulations for
mean and unsteady data have been heavily validated and show excellent agreement with
experiments.
Initial experimental measurements for the nominal jet collected nearfield and farfield
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pressure data through a range of operating conditions. Magstadt identified a high frequency tone that was present throughout the domain for a range of operating conditions.
The frequency was later captured and verified in simulation results of Stack and Ruscher.
The tone was then attributed to the instability arising in the near SPTE region. The full
extent of the splitter plate lies within the nozzle, making experimental measurements
unattainable. Therefore, simulations were heavily relied upon to further explore this instability. The implications of this instability on the flow dynamics are explored in Section
4.2.1.
The experimental and subsequent simulations were performed for aft-decks for various lengths at design operating conditions. The ease of this modification was ideal for
experimental scenarios and this an additional point of reference between the simulations
to without a doubt prove both were analysing the same flowfield. During the effort,
results showed the presence of a deck modifies the flow and the length of the deck determined the resulting plume deflection. Specifications of the effects are detailed in Section
4.2.2.
Due to the nominal findings, the splitter plate trailing edge (SPTE) and aft-deck represent two regions of influence within the flowfield that meet the receptive requirement.
The SPTE region is susceptible to minute changes as this is the location where an instability wave originates in the flow due to the merging streams. The aft-deck on the other
hand affects parameters such as plume deflection, shear layer growth and corner vortex
evolution based on the extent that the deck bounds the flow downstream. The primary
control strategy for this study is the modification of the SPTE. As such, the SPTE will be
the main focus of discussion in Chapters 4-6, before mention of the aft-deck. The simulation survey of the SPTE and aft-deck contain information within the nozzle, compounded
with the experimental data from the nozzle exit to the farfield, serve as a foundation for
the following control schemes.
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4.2.1

Splitter Plate Trailing Edge

A key finding from the nominal jet collaboration was that at design operating conditions
the effectiveness of the third stream could be compromised by an instability arising near
the splitter plate. It was shown that interaction of the core and third stream behind the
splitter plate leads to a shedding instability and the observed dynamics are discussed by
Stack and Gaitonde [96].
At design operating conditions, the above studies have shown that the effectiveness of
the deck (or third) stream can be compromised by phenomena arising due to the interaction of the mixed core and first bypass streams. Specifically, a vortex shedding instability
arises downstream of the edge of the splitter plate separating the two streams. The influence of this instability is observed in the entire flowfield, with special concern arising due
the imposed unsteady loading on the deck and the acoustic signature in the farfield.
Shedding from the splitter plate was not like that of the symmetric flow over a splitter
plate by Gerrard [33] where the conditions are the same on either side of the plate. The
flow differs from that traditionally encountered because of the substantial differences in
pressure, density and velocity between the two streams. The asymmetry in the freestream
conditions above and below the splitter plate affects the growth rate and trajectory of the
shear layers. This can result in a downward deflection of the overall mixing layer towards
the deck, where the flow then interacts with the deck boundary layer [94], such as that
seen previously by Bretonnet et al. [18]. This deflection, coupled with other aspects of the
geometry and the supersonic nature of the core stream, sets up a series of shock trains
and expansion waves that reflect off the SERN, the deck plate, and the shear layers near
the exit.
The vortex forming on the deck stream side is observed to have a shorter lifespan than
that forming on the core stream side, due to the dissipative effects of the deck surface.
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Only the core stream vortex is able to propagate farther downstream and interact with the
first shock in the primary shock train, which then carries the unsteadiness forward and
affects the rest of the flow. This affects the observed frequency signature in the rest of the
flow, which is a subharmonic of the initiating phenomenon, since one of every two shed
vortices is effectively destroyed [94]. The tonality is seen between 32-35 kHz depending
on flow conditions (34 kHz for design operating conditions). Frequency-dependent POD
and deck surface pressure spectra also revealed that the splitter plate unsteadiness was
closely related to the deck surface pressure unsteadiness, further demonstrating the need
for controlling the shedding at the SPTE.
Previous simulation efforts have set out to modify the origin of the most dominant
instability, i.e. the splitter plate. Ruscher et al. [85] performed LES studies of two splitter
plate configurations for the MARS, one with a flat plate (nominal) and the other with a
knife-edge shaped trailing edge. The modifications were studied for the full nozzle.

Figure 4.3: Shock structure for the knife-edge splitter plate compared to the nominal splitter plate. Adapted from Ruscher [85].
The knife edge case used a linear expansion and hence created a slope on the third
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stream side of the SPTE. Thus, this altered the thickness of the SPTE, the area of third
stream throat and the injection angle. They observed that the von-Karman like vortex
shedding from the flat edge ceased in the knife-edge case, with the primary instability
morphing into a Kelvin-Helmholtz instability (KHI). The KHI reduced mixing between
the two streams and served as a shield to the aft-deck downstream as the shocks did not
penetrate through to the aft-deck. This created a substantial change in the resulting shocktrain development. The key features are highlighted and labeled in Fig. 4.3. Further
discussion on the knife-edge case can be found in the previously referenced work by
Ruscher.
Stack [97] explored the effects of different splitter plate thicknesses (one-half and onetenth of the original thickness) on the instability of the mixing layer. LES for the study
used the inflow conditions of the full nozzle geometry but excluded the full nozzle from
computation to isolate the SPTE as seen in Fig. 4.4.

Figure 4.4: Instantaneous density contours for the three cases splitter plate thicknesses.
The splitter plate is colored red, and the red dashed box denotes the window of the inset
in the upper right corner. Adapted from Stack [96]
.
Similar to Ruscher, Stack observed that a decrease in the splitter plate thickness at the
trailing edge changes the dominant instability mechanism from absolute to convective.
POD on the cases reveals that there is also a large difference in the energy content of the
structures in the two different types of instabilities. The shedding instability structures
were shown to contain nearly 50 percent of the energy, while the KHI structures contain
about 16 percent. Stack additionally found that reducing the thickness of the plate reduces
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the large scale structures, shock strength and shock unsteadiness.
Simulation results for modified SPTEs appear promising and verify the particularly
sensitive nature of the SPTE, confirming the region is a quality candidate for flow control;
however, the recently discussed solutions have inherent structural implications that could
compromise the integrity of the trailing edge. It should be noted here that the nominal
SPTE thickness is approximately 3.3mm. One can imagine the structural implications of
reducing this down to one-tenth of this thickness. In addition to the structural feasibility,
thinning of the plate in either case would result in a change of area for either flow. The
change would be less significant for the core flow but would be substantial enough in the
third stream case that it would not be considered negligible as a modification. Therefore,
with the goal of a design that would modify one variable in the equation, we seek an
alternative approach.

Figure 4.5: Isosurfaces of vorticity in the splitter plate wake [51].
Lewalle et al. [51], in the processing of LES data provided by Stack, examined the
convection of structures in the wake of the splitter plate. Isosurfaces of vorticity shed
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from the SPTE region (Fig. 4.5) appeared to have a distinct spanwise wavelength. These
isosurfaces exhibit significant curvature, with coherence in the streamwise direction i.e.,
the spanwise structure does not break down rapidly downstream, as may be expected
due to turbulence. Whether this is essentially the dominance of convection or is caused
by some other mechanism remains to be determined. However, the presence of a prominent spanwise wavelength served as motivation for this investigation to employ passive
control to the SPTE in the form of a sinusoidal wave trailing edge. Determination of the
wavenumber used for the design is laid out in Section 4.3.1.

4.2.2

Aft deck

Nominal jet experiments and simulations also explored the effect of the aft-deck, which
mimics vehicle integration. The effect of aft-deck length has been surveyed by Berry [11]
and Stack [94]. Berry characterized the flowfield for a no-deck, a half-nominal deck, and
nominal deck configuration. Stack explored the nominal deck and a deck slightly longer
than the half deck. In both studies, the presence of an aft-deck extending outward from
the jet nozzle was shown to influence the growth of the shear layers and the deflection of
the jet plume.
Stack demonstrated the deflection of the jet plume was determined by the location of
the shocks. In the nominal case, the shock train from the jet coincides with a shock that is
formed from the trailing edge of the aft-deck, causing the plume to deflect in the upwards
direction. Cases studied by Berry and Stack that were close to or at half deck length, on
the other hand, showed a downward vectoring of the jet plume.
Following the length study, DiDominic et al. [26] explored aft-deck geometries outside
of the scope of the length study. The premise was to build a database to train a neural
network that would provide predictive capabilities for noise minimization based on aft47

deck geometry. The decks were randomly produced with a computer algorithm with
vertex locations at each nozzle wall and one at the midpoint for the nozzle exit. The
decks were generated by varying the location of the three vertices from the nozzle lip
to an extent of 4Dh downstream. The plates were manufactured and each was tested
under a range of operating conditions. The effective sound pressure level, an integration
performed over all microphones to obtain a singular value of sound, varied insignificantly
for the aft-decks tested.
The study encompassed in this paper focuses on how the flow physics changes as a
function of aft-deck geometry for the wavy SPTE compared to the nominal SPTE. Though
the aft-deck had roughly negligible change between the deck cases, the noise will still be
evaluated for the deck alterations in the wavy SPTE case.

4.3

Control Schemes

Two regions are explored for control purposes due to their shown receptiveness to perturbations in simulations and experiments. The primary control focus is on the introduction
of a 2-D spanwise wavenumber to the trailing edge of the splitter plate. Additionally, a
secondary control scheme is used to evaluate the effect of aft-deck geometry on plume
vectoring and farfield noise.
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4.3.1

SPTE Control

Wavenumber Selection
Wavenumber selection was a joint effort between Syracuse University and The Ohio State
University. Simulations were performed by our collaborators in close communication
with Skytop Labs to provide details of the flow which are inaccessible or unfeasible to
experiments. This was advantageous because it allowed various wavenumbers and amplitudes of the sinusoidal crests and troughs to be analyzed before choosing one for experimental implementation. Simulations were executed for a simplified shear-layer configuration [34, 27] to solely focus on the dynamics of the instability in the near SPTE region.
This is the same configuration used by Stack, discussed in Section 4.2.1 that maintains
fidelity and inputs full nozzle conditions.
Two parameters were involved in the study of the sinusoidal trailing edge feature by
Doshi, the amplitude of the wave and the wavenumber (i.e. number of waves across the
span). Four trailing edge profiles were studied and compared against the baseline SPTE.
These varied parameters are shown in Fig. 4.6.
The wavenumber proved to be the primary determination of the mixing whereas the
amplitude was a secondary parameter with less significant effect. Fig. 4.7 displays the
vorticity plots of the SPTEs for varying wavenumber. Non-dimensionalized number for
parameters concerning the SPTE are non-dimensionalized by the splitter plate thickness
⇡ 3.3mm. Therefore a wavenumber of

= 0.8 corresponds to 8 waves per 10 splitter plate

thicknesses. The figure shows the streamwise plane (x-y) as well as the cross stream plane
(y-z) vorticity yielding the vorticity in the z and x directions respectively. The streamwise
plane was captured at the symmetry plane of the plate and the cross plane was located
one splitter plate thickness downstream of the SPTE. The wavenumber was the parameter
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Figure 4.6: SPTE designs where beta denotes spanwise wavenumber and A is the amplitude.
modified in this portion of the study and the non-zero wavenumber cases used a nondimensionalized amplitude of 1/2.
From the vorticity plots, the wake behind the splitter is made apparent. The nominal
case has clear large scale structures that shed behind the separation region located at the
end of the SPTE. This brings forward the notion in Section 4.2.1 that the wake acts as
a morph between KHI and von Karman as there are initial pairs of vortices shed but
only the clockwise vortices persist downstream. The difference in velocity, density and
pressure between the two streams is responsible [96, 85]. These differences are also at
play in altering the deflection of the shed structures toward the third stream (where the
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Figure 4.7: Vorticity plots for three wavenumbers [34].
aft-deck would be located in the full nozzle).
For the non-zero wavenumber cases, it is apparent that the size of the shed structures
in the streamwise plane decrease with increasing wavenumber. The shear layer deflection
remains as would be expected from the difference in conditions of the streams. The nonzero

cases introduce streamwise vortical lobes in the positive and negative directions

in each trough of the wave as seen in Fig. 4.7. This results in enhanced mixing between
the streams which is also noticed in the spanwise vorticity plots. The structures appear to
break up more rapidly downstream losing their coherence as the wavenumber increases.
The vorticity plots show a clear indication of how the wavenumber contributes to
mixing between the streams however it is not the only parameter of interest. The second
parametric study was for the amplitude. Referring back to Fig. 4.6, three amplitudes were
studied. The amplitudes of 1/6, 1/4, and 3/8 span a range where small amplitudes can be
tested with small wavenumbers and relatively large amplitudes can be tested with large
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wavenumbers. In all cases, the large coherent spanwise structures seen in the nominal
SPTE presented as more fine scale structures for the wavy SPTE cases.
The case of the small amplitude and small wavenumber was used to test the receptivity of the SPTE. Even with the relatively minute change compared to the other SPTE
cases, the small wavenumber small amplitude case produced a significantly altered the
dynamics and establishes the sensitivity of this region to small perturbations [27]. Additionally, the small wavenumber and small amplitude was examined through POD. The
nominal configuration showed a uniform phase across the span of the SPTE. The wavy
SPTE, however, showed a phase shift between neighboring troughs and crests relating
back to the introduction of the streamwise vortices. This provides evidence that the role
of the wavy SPTE is to impose strong phase variations across the span, dictated by the
crest and trough locations.
The impact of a non-zero wavenumber has been made clear in terms of the mixing
capabilities. The control scheme is implemented however to achieve a goal that is a consequence of the mixing, a reduction of the 34 kHz tonality from the shed structures of
the nominal SPTE. Therefore, the spectral content must also be analyzed. Point probes
were placed in four locations within the flow domain. One was located in each of the
streams ⇡ 11 splitter plate thicknesses downstream, one was placed in the shear layer just
upstream of the stream probes, and the last was located within 5 splitter plate thicknesses
of the SPTE on the primary shock. The tests were for the baseline case, = 0.8, and = 1.2
cases. All cases with a non-zero wavenumber showed a reduction of the 34 kHz tone. The
significance of the reduction was increased as the wavenumber was increased.
Because the diminishment was shown in each case, it was determined that it was most
feasible to produce the SPTE from simulations with the smallest wavenumber. This corresponded to a wavenumber of = 0.8 or 8 waves per ten splitter plate thicknesses seen in
Fig. 4.8. In simulations, the amplitude was found to behave as a secondary parameter as a
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Figure 4.8: Machined splitter plate with wavenumber = 0.8.
change in amplitude had significantly less of an impact on the flow than the wavenumber.
Therefore, after machining considerations, an amplitude of A = 1/2 was chosen.
The nominal nozzle was manufactured using AISI 1020 cold-rolled steel. Due to material shortages, the wavy splitter plate was machined from AISI 1018 carbon steel as the
material properties were similar to the nominal material.
Exchange of the splitter plate for the controlled designed was performed in the following way. A small crane (Fig. 4.9) was used to offload the nozzle from the pipe fixtures to
which the nozzle is fastened. The contraction that modifies the cross-sectional flow area
from a circle to a rectangle was dismantled from the nozzle along with one side wall to
access the splitter plate. The plate was then swapped for the new design and held in place
with pins. The crane then hoisted the MARS for repositioning onto the pipe apparatus.
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Figure 4.9: Crane mount for hoisting the nozzle.

4.3.2

Aft deck Control

Effects of aft-deck length for the uncontrolled flow have been described by Berry [11] and
Stack [94]. Berry characterized the flowfield for three aft-deck lengths: the nominal, half
nominal and no deck corresponding to an extension from the nozzle exit of x/Dh = 2, 1,
and 0 respectively. Stack explored the nominal deck and a deck slightly longer than the
half deck. In both studies, the presence of an aft-deck extending outward from the jet
nozzle was shown to influence the growth of the shear layers and the deflection of the jet
plume.
Data has been acquired for the no deck, half deck, and nominal deck as well as alternate aft-deck geometries for both splitter plate configurations, as displayed in Fig. 4.10.
Alternative deck plate geometries were designed and manufactured previously by DiDo-
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minic et al. [26], on the premise of minimizing the acoustics via predictive capabilities of
neural networks. The following explores such aft-deck modifications with the intention
of determining the consequences of these modifications on the flow physics for the wavy
and nominal SPTE and resulting farfield acoustics. Two decks were chosen for this analysis; one deck varies trailing edge chamfer, and one varies width (proposed by Abate [2]).
These modifications correspond to the assigned deck names triangle, and infinite-width.

Figure 4.10: Aft-deck geometries (a) Nominal deck (b) Half deck (c) No deck (d) Infinitewidth deck (e) Triangle deck.
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These modifications, seen in Fig. 4.10, correspond to the assigned deck names triangle, and infinite-width. These designs were chosen because they were the most extreme
modifications of each parameter. The chamfer of the aft-deck is studied to determine the
impact on the propagation of corner vortices. The most extreme chamfer case, the triangle
plate, represents the situation where the corner flows emanating from the nozzle exit on
the deck side are least bound by the plate itself (of the plates shown here), allowing for
the formation of corner vortices further upstream on the deck side and increased mixing
between the core flow and ambient air. The last modification studied is a quasi-infinite
width deck with a width of ⇠7Dh , extending far past the the nozzle edges. The infinite
plate acts as a contrast to the triangle plate, as it is the case where the corner flows are
the most bounded by the deck geometry. The plate acts as if it is infinite in the z direction
functioning as a nozzle configuration fully integrated into an airframe.
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CHAPTER 5
EXPERIMENTAL TECHNIQUES

The datasets used in this campaign are from two configurations of the MARS. The first set
is from the nominal nozzle configuration performed by Berry [11] and Magstadt [56]. The
measurements captured 10 Hz stereoscopic PIV for the nominal, half and no deck configurations of the nominal SPTE nozzle. Pressures were obtained simultaneously with
the PIV in the form of surface pressures and far-field pressures. The second dataset was
performed by the current author. Measurements were performed for the same three aftdecks that were used in the nominal SPTE case for 10 Hz stereoscopic PIV. The PIV was
sampled with far-field acoustics and in the nominal aft-deck case surface pressures were
acquired as well. In addition to the three ”standard” aft-deck cases, the author has performed acoustic measurements for alternative deck plates for comparison to the nominal
deck.
This chapter begins with a description of the facilities including the anechoic chamber, compressor room and jet rig. The details pertaining to each experiment are then
documented.

5.1

Facility

Experiments were conducted in Skytop Turbulence Laboratory of Syracuse University
whose facility is comprised of an anechoic chamber, jet rig, compressor room, plenum
room and a control room. The anechoic chamber was constructed in the 1970s and details
are provided by Ahuja [6]. The echo-free chamber is a 7.9 m x 6.1 m x 4.3 m concrete
room lined entirely with fiberglass wedges for aeroacoustic measurements. This setup
provides a cutoff frequency of approximately 150 Hz. This room also acts as an open
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loop wind tunnel for flow physics experiments such as Particle Image Velocimetry. Air is
exhausted from the test facility via a Harztell exhaust fan that is controlled by a Yaskawa
Z1000 Series variable frequency drive exhaust. In order to maintain constant ambient
pressure a Greenheck makeup air unit (IGX-P127-H32-MF3-T) introduces 14,000 CFM (6.6
m3 /s) into the plenum. The unit maintains ambient temperature through the manual
control panel which was set to 68°F for the following tests.

Figure 5.1: Skytop Turbulence Laboratory anechoic chamber.

5.2

Jet Rig

Supersonic speeds in the nozzle are achieved by a 100 HP two stage reciprocating Joy
compressor The compressor room houses an array of five tanks capable of storing 45 m3
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each at a pressure of 3.4 MPa (500 psig). For wear and tear on the piston heads, the
compressor has been limited to 450 psig. This machine sends compressed air through
a succession of filtering before entering storage: a coalescing filter, desiccant dryer to
draw moisture from the air and a particulate filter. Release of this pressure is done so
by a Fischer Butterfly valve controlled through a LabVIEW programmed computer in a
separate building. Experimenters can manually input a percentage to open the valve or
set an automatic nozzle pressure ratio in which case Labview will adjust the butterfly
valve to sustain the desired value. A 100 psig Kaiser compressor pneumatically controls
the motion of the valve. When opened, the pressurized air exits the compressor room and
travels to the test building through approximately 50 m of steel piping. As it enters the
lab building, the air is subjected to a particulate filter and a sound attenuator.
The air is rerouted onto the roof of building where the flow can be heated. Two in-line
470 kW Chromalox heaters can produce flow temperatures from 80-1000 °F. The flow pipe
then reenters the facility, a contraction adjusts the flow from a circular to a rectangular
cross section and the air exits through the nozzle into the blow down facility. The nozzle
was secured to a steel structure with expansion rollers to accommodate for axial expansion when the jet is heated. A crane is used to remove the nozzle from the structure and
exchange the splitter plate.

5.3

PIV

A key aspect of this study is the comparison of velocity fields for the passively controlled
nozzle versus the nominal nozzle configuration. Mean flowfield statistics for the nominal
jet have been procured by Berry and Magstadt. The experimental technique has historical significance in the fluids community. Researchers who have paved the way for this
indirect velocity measurement technique are discussed in Section 5.3.1. The facets of the
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experimental considerations and design are presented in Section 5.3.2.

5.3.1

Historical Background

Particle image velocimetry (PIV) is an experimental technique used to capture instantaneous velocity fields in a flow domain. This is done non-intrusively by optically measuring the displacement of particles that follow the motion of the flow. By using this distance
and the time interval between the pulsed lasers, the velocity can be indirectly measured.
Resemblances of fluid flow structures have been found in pottery dating back to 2500
BC (JOMON people) [3]. As humans and technology evolved, what once was observation in nature became experimentation. The use of a hand cranked water tunnel, like
Prandtl’s, allowed for visualization of flow around different bodies originally developed
by Ahlborn. In 1904 Prandtl [79] used tracer particles of aluminum in a water tunnel and
could take images of the flow but had no way to quantify the images and instead used
them as a way to qualitatively describe the separated flow behind an airfoil.
PIV was developed in the 1980s from a technique called laser speckle photography.
This technique originally was used in solid mechanics but groundbreaking work by Dudderar and Simpkins [28], Grousson and Mallick [38], and Barker and Fourney [7] demonstrated that this method could be extended into the realm of fluid mechanics in application to laminar flow. These were the first measurements of multiple velocity vectors in a
fluid flow. In following years, the technique was renamed PIV in 1984 as it was argued
that due to the change in density from solids to fluids, the observer would now see images
of particles not speckles (Adrian[5], Adrian and Yao [4], Pickering and Halliwell[77]).
It was then applied to more complex flows such as gases and liquids both laminar and
turbulent (Simpkins and Dudderar 1978 [91], Iwata et. al. 1978 [40], Meynart 1980 [61]).
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PIV was used to analyze the flowfield in this study. Many careful considerations were
taken for a given PIV experiment: seeding, illumination, recording, calibration, evaluation, post-processing [80]. Details on each of these topics in regards to the specific experiments performed here are provided in the following section.

5.3.2

Experimental Design

PIV measurements are used to obtain statistical information (e.g. Mean velocity, TKE,
Reynolds stresses, RMS) from velocity fields in cross stream and streamwise planes seen
in Fig. 5.2.

Figure 5.2: Plane orientations for PIV: (A) cross stream and (B) streamwise

Seeding For this high-speed setup, the core flow was seeded with a ViCount 1300
smoke generator that produced a consistent aerosol white mineral oil. The ViCount machine superheated to 370 C and injected particles into the flow upstream of the nozzle via
pressurized CO2 . Downstream before exhaust, the oil recondensed and formed droplets
approximately 600 nm in diameter. In order to eliminate particle drop out in the entrainment regions, the co-flow was seeded using Ultratec show foggers that produce theatrical
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smoke. This was done by running the machines in a pressurized plenum and exhausting
them as co-flow. The particles were approximately 2 µm for the glycerin-based smoke.
In the non-heated jet at high velocities water vapor condensed to form vapor clouds.
When illuminated by the laser sheet, the vapor clouds would create large areas of saturated pixels within the images, primarily in the entrainment regions, preventing velocity
measurements in the affected regions. To accommodate for the condensation, the jet was
heated to about 180 F. This brought the entrainment regions above the atmospheric dew
point.

Illumination A Nd:YAG laser system provided illumination of each pulse with a wavelength of 532 nm at 200 mJ. The pulsed laser sends out two beams one microsecond apart
which are expanded in on direction using optical lenses from Dantec Dynamics to form
3 mm thick light sheets. The light sheets were then reflected upwards in the necessary
orientation for the streamwise or cross stream measurements.

Recording A FlowSense EO 4MP camera was placed on either side of the flow at approximately 40 degrees. Both cameras acquire simultaneous images of the pulsed laser.
The off-axis configuration of the cameras can be seen in Fig. 5.2. The third component
of velocity in the two-dimensional plane (2D3C) can be captured based on the focus and
brightness of the particles as they are seen from each camera. The cameras and laser head
are mounted on a 2D (x-z) Dantec Dynamics traverse system. This allows for a single calibration to be done in the streamwise or cross stream direction. Then, the investigator can
traverse the system in the spanwise or streamwise direction respectively to acquire new
images with the same calibration. This significantly reduces experimental set up time as
the calibration is the most time intensive of the pre-aquisition stages. The timing for the
lasers and cameras is synchronized through Dantec Dynamics and a NI PCIe-6612 that
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offers synchronization to within 1 ns.
The full-resolution images (2048 x 2048 pixels) are streamed to the computer at a rate
of 10 Hz. With this frequency of acquisition and the smaller time scales of this flow, PIV
is limited to mean flow information (e.g. the data is not time resolved). 800 image pairs
are acquired per ensemble for a sustained NPR. At least 1600 image pairs are used at
each location to statistically characterize the flow. Measurement locations are normalized
by the hydraulic diameter (Dh ) of the MARS, Dh = 44.5 mm. To gain insight into the 3-D
nature of this flowfield, streamwise measurements are taken at z/Dh = -1, 0, 0.25, 0.5, 0.75,
1. Cross stream measurements are taken at x/Dh = 0-4 in increments of 0.5x/Dh and for
x/Dh = 4-8 in steps of 1x/Dh for analyzing the evolution of the corner vortices.

Calibration Calibration is arguably the most critical step of the PIV process because it
defines the ”dewarped” spatial grid. That is, since the cameras are off axis, it defines
the distance traveled as if the cameras were perpendicular to the plane. The distances
must be correct as this is how velocity measurements are indirectly made, with the spatial
movement of the particles over a set dt of the laser pulses. At a high-level, calibration is
performed by the following steps:

• Mount cameras to a structure at desired level in flow
• Select calibration target for desired orientation (see Table 5.1.)
• Mount target on an optical traverse and level
• Attach mounted target to 80/20 system and align with laser sheet
• Adjust offset angles and Scheimpflug angles of the cameras to be in focus on the
target plane
• Acquire images at various x or z locations for cross stream and streamwise calibrations respectively and save for calibration
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• Perform multi camera calibration for the appropriate image model fit
• Evaluate the calibration and re-perform steps as necessary
The calibration specifications used for each orientation can be seen in Table 5.1.

Orientation
Offset Angle
Scheimpflug angle
Calibration target
Calibration fit
Pixel depth
Measurement locations

Calibration Settings
Cross stream
38
6.5
Single sided 200 x 200
mm
3rd Order Polynomial
8
x/Dh = 0 4x/Dh = 4
8

Streamwise
36
5.5
Multi level 270x190
mm +4
Direct Linear Transform (DLT)
8
z/Dh
=
0, 0.25, 0.5, .75, 1, 1

Table 5.1: PIV calibration parameters.
For the cross-stream configuration, the cameras view the calibration target and thus
the laser sheet from the same side. This allows for the use of a single sided target to
simply be traversed through various x-locations. These x-locations should be traversed
in small increments and cover the thickness of the light sheet. The calibration fit chosen
for the cross stream direction is the 3rd order polynomial. This imagine model fit is strictly
empirical and out performs other models in experiments where significant non-linearities
can be present.
The streamwise configuration on the other-hand poses a challenge in that the cameras
are on opposing sides of the light sheet. Because only two z locations can be captured,
the 3rd order calibration for the streamwise configuration was shown by Magstadt [56] to
suffer from Runge’s phenomenon that would results in incorrect distortion of the image
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plane. Therefore, a Direct Linear Transform (DLT) was used for the streamwise configuration.

Evaluation Qualitative and quantitative evaluation of the calibration should be performed before desired experiments are performed. Once a calibration has been performed, experiments to evaluate the calibration and timing can be performed. The time
step between the two lasers should be sufficiently small so that no more than approximately 25 percent of particles leave an interrogation window from t0 to t0 + dt. One must
consider the interrogation window dimensions that will be used before evaluating the dt.

Post-Processing Acquisition and processing of the data was performed in Dynamic Studios 7.2. For the experiments herein, an adaptive method was used that adjusts the interrogation area (IA) depending on the densities in the specific frame location. The minimum IA used was 64 x 64 pixels. Average reprojection errors calculated in Dynamic
Studios for the calibration are approximately 0.5 pixels.

Uncertainty Uncertainty quantification (UQ) in PIV is a non-trivial task because of the
complex relationship between measurement errors and experimental parameters; because of this, the field has relied heavily on subjective considerations [89]. Wieneke [107]
points out that all error sources are encoded in the recorded images except systematic
type errors such as jitter within the laser, cameras, or timing which are ’hidden’ and cannot be quantified by the recorded images. This highlights the necessity of optimizing
the experimental setup before measurements are performed. For error sources such as
seeding density, illumination intensity variation and camera noise, ideally, UQ can be
done from the acquired images via techniques presented by Raffel [80]. Errors also are
prevalent due to the flow itself as velocity fluctuations, out of plane motion, and strong
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gradients in turbulent flows due to shocks can result in measurement error [80]. It must
not go unconsidered that this flow is challenging in nature as it is compressible and a high
Reynolds number flow. Magstadt [56] details measurement error estimation for inertial
effects and the specific seeding particles used in the MARS. Based on the PIV system,
DAQ instrumentation and signal values which were inline for the experiments herein as
well.

5.4

Pressure Measurements

To obtain the high-speed sampling of the pressure signals a data acquisition (DAQ) system was designed by Magstadt [56] through the use of National Instruments modules. The
DAQ chassis, a NI PXIe-1082, is comprised of 8 slots for specific modules to be mounted.
A NI PXIe-4497 card with a 24 bit A/D converter, which allows for simultaneous sampling across 16 channels at a rate of 204 kS/s, is used to acquire the farfield microphone
measurements. The NI PXIe-4331 module is used to sample the Kulite pressure transducers in the nearfield and is capable of sampling up to a rate of 102.4 kS/s. Both NI modules can be sampled simultaneously or independently and are configured for anti-aliasing
through NI’s built in technologies. The acquisition limit of the system is approximated at
25 MB/s for up to 10 seconds.
The chassis where the modules are mounted is controlled by a NI RMC-8354 controller. The controller is a Windows based PC for running NI - Measurement and Acquisition
Explorer (NI - MAX) and LabVIEW. LabView is the engineering software used to control
the timing of the measurement devices and data capture. The NI - MAX is a platform for
adjustments to each pressure instrument. The calibration of the pressure transducer and
microphone is performed in the system and acquisition parameters can be set for individual instruments within NI - MAX as well . Calibrations were performed on each pressure
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probe before every campaign. The calibration tools employed are described for each application in the following sections. Additional details about the DAQ system design and
implementation are described in Magstadt [56].

5.4.1

Farfield Acoustics

Farfield pressure probes are used concurrently with PIV to provide time series information of the flow. A semi-circular array of 9 G.R.A.S. 46BE free-field condenser microphones is positioned relative to the effective diameter (De ) in the farfield approximately
85.6De (150 inches) downstream of the nozzle in the plane of the jet. The frequency response is ± 3 dB in the range from 4 to 100 kHz. The noise floor of the instruments is 30
dBA and a dynamic range up to 160 dB. Calibration was performed on each microphone
with a G.R.A.S. 42AB calibrator for each PIV configuration.

Figure 5.3: Left: Anechoic chamber facility with microphone array on the left-hand side of
the image. Right: Top down illustration of the chamber with the associated microphone
angles [101].
The microphones are arranged in increments of 15° from 90° to 135° and are spaced
more finely from 135° to 160° with 5° separation. The 90° orientation in these coordinates
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is perpendicular to the nozzle exit. A visualization of the microphone locations relative
to the nozzle are illustrated in Fig. 5.3. Acoustic data is acquired at a sampling rate of 100
kHz for 10 second intervals, overlapping in time with the PIV ensembles. The acoustic
data are used to evaluate the control schemes ability to diminish the 34 kHz tone that was
so prominent in the nominal SPTE case. The signals are broken into 2048 blocks of 488
points. The spectra were then ensemble averaged over 4 ensemble records to create the
auto-spectra.

5.4.2

Nearfield Surface Pressure

In addition to farfield pressures, nearfield Kulites are strategically placed in the aft-deck
region and within the nozzle to characterize surface pressure on the aft-deck. In total,
data was obtained for 8 surface pressure locations at a rate of 100 kHz for 10 seconds per
run. The spectral plots presented in the results section 6.3 utilize 4 runs per sensors.
Two Kulite XTL-190(M) were fitted into the aft-deck locations of interest. These rugged
pressure transducers offer a sensitivity of 2.9 mV/kPa (20 mV/psi) for a gauge pressure
range of 67 kPa (10 psi). The sensors were able to be threaded into the polycarbonate
aft-deck to allow for a secure flush mount. When used with PIV, the metallic finish of
the transducer would cause reflection. Mitigation of the reflection is essential to reduce
any detriment to the CCD cameras such as pixel burn out and to ensure the quality of the
vectors in the sampled window. To minimize these effects, the PIV measurements were
located slightly off the end of the transducers. In addition, any stray reflections could
then be masked out in post-processing of the images before vectors are calculated.
The locations were chosen for inspection in the nominal aft-deck surface based on
schlieren and pressure measurements in the nominal SPTE jet. Fig. 5.4 shows the schlieren
imaging where the flow is exiting the nozzle moving from left to right in this image. This
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image shows the nominal aft-deck configuration. Note the third stream enters along the
aft-deck.
The pressure locations were chosen as point F is located within the nozzle just downstream of where the streams merge. This was a point of validation in the nominal jet
between experiments and simulations to prove both were looking at the same flow. Moving downstream, we then see the shocks from within the nozzle and the shock created
from the nozzle lip coalescing about a point on the aft-deck before reflecting. This is denoted the drill region. Two probe locations were chosen for this portion of the flow, one
in front of the drill and one just past the drill.

Figure 5.4: Streamwise view of schlieren imaging for the nominal nozzle with marked
Kulite locations.

An additional three probe locations were selected based on design of the controlled
SPTE. Due to the spanwise variation of the sinusoidally undulated SPTE, the obvious
selections would be a crest and trough location. The three transducers were placed at
locations in span in the immediate vicinity of the SPTE. As we have leveraged in the
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Figure 5.5: Top down view of the nominal aft-deck for surface pressures within the nozzle.
past, Skytop Turbulence Laboratory’s collaboration with The Ohio State University can
provide insight for these locations that are not obtainable through PIV due to the material
of the jet. The near SPTE region was probed by Doshi [27] to determine whether the crest
and trough locations may be insightful and to propose any other locations within the span
that seem interesting.

Figure 5.6: Simulations of the wavy flowfield at a crest.
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Figure 5.7: Simulations of the wavy flowfield at a trough.
Results from simulations in Fig. 5.6 and Fig. 5.7 provide a view of two locations along
the span of the splitter plate. The simulation used here is a simplified shear layer and
does not involve the full nozzle geometry. The shear flow uses the input parameters of
the full configuration and is used to study just the near SPTE region. It was used as a sort
of ’proof of concept’ when designing the plate originally due to the quick computation
time relative to the full flow simulation.
The crest view in Fig. 5.6, shows the core flow entering form the left on top of the
splitter plate with a small expansion fan. The splitter plate appears to then introduce a
weak secondary shock wave system, and additional compression waves at every crest.
This is then followed by the primary shock system that is sustained across the entire span
of the SPTE. In viewing the trough location, it is apparent that it is not the primary shock
that is different but rather the secondary shock coming off the SPTE at every crest.
These features could be hard to capture experimentally because they get much weaker
downstream. It is possible these spanwise variations homogenize in the downstream direction. If this is the case the mean flow statistics captured by the PIV may not look much
different from the nominal because the measurements are located far enough downstream
that the features have mixed out. This is a hypothesis and will be addressed in the PIV
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results. To get measurements within the region of variation however, it appears from
simulation results that the choice of a peak and trough would be the best candidates for
inspection.
The measurements are used to gauge the frequencies in the near splitter plate region
in the location of a peak and a trough of the sinusoidal SPTE wave, situated as close
to the centerline of the jet as possible. As they represent the opposing extremes of the
SPTE design and are positioned the furthest from wall effects, they were determined to
be good candidates for sensor locations. The near wall region was still of interest and
since a peak occurs next to the wall, a transducer was positioned against the wall at the
peak for comparison to the peak in the center of the flow. The locations are labeled in Fig.
5.5 for reference based on the following details. Location X is situated against the wall of
the nozzle. It should be noted here that the aft-deck extends beyond the exit in span and
therefore the nozzle walls are denoted with dashed lines. Kulite Y is the trough location
and Z is the peak near the center of the jet flow.
The probes will aid in identifying frequencies present in nearfield of the jet that could
be related to features in the flow. Additionally, the pressures can be pressures can be used
to validate full configuration simulations of our collaborators.
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CHAPTER 6
RESULTS

The aforementioned acoustic and PIV measurement techniques are used to quantify the
effects of the various passive control approaches. Far-field acoustic measurements provide time-dependent information as to the response of the high frequency tone in the
wavy SPTE perturbed flow. These results are then compared to trends obtained from
the LES and Resolvent analysis. PIV starting from the nozzle exit and extending downstream captures mean flowfield information outside of the scope of the simplified shear
layer simulations. The PIV is used to evaluate mean velocity values for streamwise and
vertical components of velocity as well as jet plume deflection. The primary interest is
the identification of differences within the controlled and uncontrolled flows, i.e. in what
ways has the control scheme affected the resulting flowfield. As such, the results will
highlight some similarities in the flowfield with the main focus on the contrast of the two.

6.1

Velocity

Velocity data is used to obtain information as to the shock structure, shock location, plume
deflection, shear layer size, and turbulent fluctuations, among other results. The main focus of presented results will be on the use of the nominal aft-deck as that is the design of
interest originally from AFRL. Simulations of the full nozzle configuration is very computationally expensive and thus numerous aft-decks are not easy tested. For practical
comparison of experiments and simulations, nominal aft-deck results are of importance
and thus presented here for future comparison to full nozzle simulations.
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6.1.1

Streamwise Results

PIV measurements have been carried out for the streamwise locations provided in Section
5.3. To be clear, the nominal aft-deck is the main focus; however, the mean flowfield along
the symmetry plane will be presented for the half and no-deck cases as well to provide the
reader some context on the plume vectoring as a result of aft-deck length. We begin with
results at the centerline plane for the nominal, half and no deck configurations. The mean
flow field contour plots are evaluated in conjunction with techniques such as velocity
profiles, RMS, and dilatation for a deeper understanding of the flow. Each experiment
was carried out at the design operating conditions of a 4.25 NPR for the primary stream
and third stream NPR of 1.89. The PIV results present non-time resolved data with large
sample sets to suffice mean flowfield quantities. The average velocity contour plots for
each deck are comprised of u and v component results, denoted U and V. The flowfields
are presented for the mean symmetry plane first to provide the reader a frame of reference
prior to other analytical methods.

Figure 6.1: Nominal aft-deck comparison of averaged Left: u-velocity Right: v-velocity
contours for the Top: Uncontrolled and Bottom: Controlled flows.
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The average velocity contour plots for the u and v components on the centerline plane
for the nominal aft-deck can be seen in Fig. 6.1. As the nozzle is symmetric about the
centerline, the w component of velocity is negligible for the mean plots and as a result
will not be discussed in the centerline plane here. This component will play a large role
in additional off centerline discussions.
Nominal aft-deck mean flow results for the centerline plane are displayed in Fig. 6.1.
The reflecting shock emanating from the nozzle creates a separation region on the aftdeck. The flow is able to reattach by the end of the deck, creating an oblique shock off the
end to increase the pressure toward ambient pressure. With this, there is an upward inclination of the jet plumes in both splitter plate cases with the nominal aft-deck. However,
the wavy SPTE has a modest increase in deflection from 2 to 3 . This translates to an
increase in the V-component of velocity for the wavy case, signaling that some of the momentum that was traveling in the u direction for the nominal case is now being displaced
in other directions. This will be seen more clearly and validated through the use of velocity profiles in future sections. The reason for an increase in the V-component of velocity
has yet to be established, however this could potentially be attributed to the streamwise
vortices seen in shear layer simulations that evolve downstream and cause increased mixing. The increase in positive V-velocity downstream pulls the plume upward reflecting
the slight increase in plume deflection seen in the U-component plot. This jet plume deflection could be advantageous for thrust vectoring scenarios, where even a mild increase
in vectoring could improve maneuvering capabilities. Increase in other components of
velocity signals a potential loss in thrust if the velocity is diverted from U. Therefore it
is important to note that the maximum velocities achieved by the uncontrolled and controlled splitter plates were within the uncertainty of eachother, e.g. within ±8 m/s for
in-plane velocities.
The same increase was seen in the no-deck results of Fig. 6.2. The U-component
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Figure 6.2: No aft-deck comparison of averaged Left: u-velocity Right: v-velocity contours for the Top: Uncontrolled and Bottom: Controlled flows.
contours show the no-deck case has similar speeds contained within the shock cells and
shear layers. However, in the near-nozzle region, the initial shock materializes in a less
pronounced manner for the wavy SPTE case than in the nominal SPTE case; while the
bottom shear layer, which is located on the side nearest the splitter plate, is thicker at
it’s formation. Both of these findings are indicative of increased mixing which could be
attributed to the induced vortices seen in the shear layer simulations. The mixing could
also play a role in creating a less perfect reflector leading to the visual change in the shock
being less defined for the wavy case. In addition, the shock cells appear to be slightly
shifted toward the nozzle exit in the wavy SPTE case. That is, the shocks are occurring
earlier in the streamwise direction for the controlled nozzle. From the V-component contours, this is made more apparent by inspecting the locations at which the shocks interact
and reflect off of the shear layers. The V velocity is, however, increased further downstream in the wavy case most noticeably in the regions where the shocks reflect off the
upper shear layer. This is seen through the smoothing of the contour downstream as the
shocks lose their strength.
In contrast to the nominal and no aft-deck vectoring results, the half deck shows little
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Figure 6.3: Half aft-deck comparison of averaged Left: u-velocity Right: v-velocity contours for the Top: Uncontrolled and Bottom: Controlled flows.
to no deviation between the nominal and wavy splitter plates. In the half deck case,
results for both splitter plates show a reflecting shock on the aft-deck that creates a large
separation region (Fig. 6.3). The flow is unable to reattach before the end of the deck
and thus leads to enhanced mixing between the lower shear layer and the ambient air.
This can be visualized in the U plots. The strong negative velocity begins just aft of
the deck and increases in magnitude further downstream where the bottom shear layer
grows in size substantially faster than that of the upper shear layer. This coincides with
Stack’s findings [94] that the shock location affects the resulting plume deflection. Due
to the relative magnitude of this bottom shear layer growth compared to the rest of the
V component structures, it is likely that this phenomena overpowers flow in this region
and thus the wavy SPTE has less of an obvious impact.
The deflection between the controlled and uncontrolled flow remains unchanged,
which is interesting due to the more obvious differences in the other two nozzle aft-deck
configurations. There are differences that can be noted that are less significant than the
other decks but still non-negligible. The shock train interactions with the shear layers
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lead to the bulbs of positive magnitude in the upper shear layer region. The spacing of
these structures is altered between the two cases. The reflecting oblique shock denoted
by the light line of negative V velocity on the nominal SPTE plot, x/Dh ⇡ 0.75, is virtually
nonexistent aside from the small region at the upper shear layer. It should be acknowledged that the shock can be seen if the color bar is slightly modified for the wavy case but
for the sake of consistency is kept the same as the nominal case. The additional reflection
points downstream are moved in the upstream direction for the half deck as was seen for
the no deck in the wavy SPTE flow.
In a quantitative sense, the overall effect of the wavy SPTE on the mean flowfield
was established to be an increase in plume vectoring for the nominal and no-deck cases
while the half deck showed insignificant changes to the deflection. A resulting shift in
the locations of the shock-shear layer interactions was also seen for the cases. The contours provide a nice visualization of the mean flows however they are difficult to draw
conclusive quantitative details from. Thus we use them as guidance as we seek to investigate other aspects of the flowfield to compare against the mean values for the nominal
aft-deck.
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Dilatation. Another aspect of the flow to consider is the change in shock cell location
and shock train structure. Shock structures and locations are not conclusively identified
through the mean velocity profiles presented previously. These features generally can be
seen in the v-component of velocity but more distinctly can be seen through employing
dilatation. This considers the gradient of velocity with respect to the corresponding component of space. For this resolve, we use dilatation to visualize strong gradients in the
flowfield. The negative components, highlighted in blue, represent oblique shocks while
the warm colors correspond to expansion fans. The shock train for the nominal flowfield
is visualized through this method in Fig. 6.5. Emphasis of the remaining results will be
for the nominal aft-deck due to the corresponding simulations that will be used in later
studies for comparison.

Figure 6.4: Dilatation contour of the nominal aft-deck for the wavy SPTE.
From the time the flow exits the jet, a recompression shock can be seen exiting the
nozzle. Based on inspection of PIV images, this is comprised of the shock initiated at
the SPTE and the shock from the nozzle lip that merges with the recompression shock
just downstream of its inception. This shock comes in contact with the aft-deck ⇡ 0.6Dh
downstream. At this point, there are two dots of alternating signs. This is likely attributed
to a reflection within the aft-deck. The shock is reflected as an oblique shock that persists
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Figure 6.5: Dilatation contour of the nominal aft-deck for the nominal SPTE.
until the upper shear layer. The flow is then redirected by an expansion fan. The shocks
transfer and thus lose energy through interactions with the shear layers. The subsequent
shock train loses strength as it travels downstream.
Due to the lessened severity of the shocks in the wavy case, an additional dilatation
figure is shown in the appendix with a modified color scale. The colormap scale has a
smaller range for the wavy SPTE and allows for the shock train structures to be depicted
more clearly. The direct comparison is ideal and as such was presented in this section but
some of the discussion necessitates a glimpse at the modified scale dilatation in Appendix
A. This indicates the shocks may be weaker in the wavy case, though a direct comparison
would be ideal, the modified color scale is observed so that the shock train can be easily
identified for the wavy case for comparison of the structures to the nominal shock train.
Interestingly, in the new contour plot, upon the end of the deck two shocks are present.
Schlieren videos of the nominal deck and nominal splitter plate capture a ”flapping” of
this shock in the nominal case. Oscillatory motion, however, in the averaged sense would
likely cause a thicker appearance of a single shock instead of two clearly distinct shocks.
This aspect of the shock train warrants further investigation. One method in which this
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could be achieved is through time-resolved schlieren of the controlled flow.

Velocity Profiles. More explicit quantitative results are explored for the nominal aftdeck by the use of velocity profiles while referencing back to the dilatation and mean
contours. The velocity profiles provide the variation in speed as the plume progresses
downstream and the dependence of velocity in span. Two forms of plots are explored,
one in which velocities are captured along a vertical (constant y) line at a downstream (x)
location. The other compilation of plots explore values calculated at various spanwise (z)
planes, again along a constant y-value. Both provide insight into the y-dependence of the
flow. The local speed of sound used to quantify these measurements is based on ideal
jet conditions of the mildly heated flow conditions and simulations. The flow quantities,
their calculations and dependence on temperature are detailed by Magstadt [56].
Fig. 6.16 shows the values extracted from the centerline plane PIV grid in onediameter increments from the nozzle exit to the near window exit. Mean velocities for
each location are evaluated and compared to the nominal results, as there is great variation between streamwise positions. Each position is presented individually with its nominal SPTE velocity profile counterpart as it is cumbersome to compare the profiles when
all on the same plot. The controlled and uncontrolled flows are compared between 7 locations in the streamwise direction. The nominal values have been adapted from Magstadt.
A few will be mentioned within this section and the others can be found in the Appendix
A. Note that the solid lines are the wavy SPTE results and the dashed lines represent the
nominal SPTE values.
We begin by looking at the velocity profiles at the nozzle exit. The 0Dh location is
taken at the plane flush with the nozzle exit. The velocity of the wavy SPTE reaches it’s
maximum just shy of the velocity reached in the nominal case. The curve reaches an
inflection point near the top signaling the crossing of an oblique shock. This is the shock
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Figure 6.6: Centerline velocity profiles of the wavy and nominal SPTE nozzles for the
location x/D = 0.
emerging from within the nozzle that combines with the shock off the nozzle lip. It is of
interest to note here that the deck side portion of the curve exhibits a shallow increase that
does not make the third stream as apparent as will be discovered in downstream profiles.
The 1Dh location will be observed in the spanwise variation portion of this study.
Therefore, we move the 2Dh position, where the aft-deck ends for the nominal deck. By
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Figure 6.7: Centerline velocity profiles of the wavy and nominal SPTE nozzles for the
location x/Dh = 2.
the end of the aft-deck in Fig. 6.7, the lower region of the flow where the third stream
is located accelerates beyond the speed of the upper shear layer and core velocity for the
controlled and uncontrolled flows. This is validated through the expansion fan apparent
at this location in the dilatation figure. Note by this position downstream that the wavy
SPTE jet plume has modestly lifted and the speed has reduced compared to the nominal
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case.
Stepping downstream to location 3Dh , the wavy case exhibits an acceleration through
the convexity of the curve. The expansion can be identified at this location in the dilatation. The nominal case on the other hand shows inflections of the velocity. This is due
to the minute region of dilatation that is negative at x/Dh = 3 followed immediately by
an expansion fan. The expansion fan in this region for the wavy splitter has developed
due to the shock reflection off the top shear layer and by 3 x/d has almost reached the
bottom shear layer. In the nominal case, the expansion fan is midway to reaching the
bottom shear layer. The maximum velocity for these curves coalesce at the same point
though through different means. This is the first profile location presented here where
the velocity of the nominal splitter is matched by the wavy splitter plate nozzle flow.
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Figure 6.8: Centerline velocity profiles of the wavy and nominal SPTE nozzles for the
location x/Dh = 3.
The 4Dh location downstream is seen in Fig. 6.9. The flow deflects off the end of the
aft-deck as seen in the PIV contours above. This is more obvious by inspection of the
velocity profile. At this location the third stream side of the flow has again accelerated
via an expansion fan which is faintly seen in the dilatation plot at x/D = 4 and intersects
an oblique shock seen through the inflection point. The fastest point on the wavy SPTE
curve merely reaches the minimum speed within the core of the nominal case.
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Figure 6.9: Centerline velocity profiles of the wavy and nominal SPTE nozzles for the
location x/Dh = 4.

The last downstream location of comparison here is 7Dh . By this downstream extent
the velocities between the two SPTE cases have converged, though the overall curve is
shifted upwards for the wavy case, reminiscent of the increased plume deflection.
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Figure 6.10: Centerline velocity profiles of the wavy and nominal SPTE nozzles for the
location x/Dh = 7.
The mean velocity profiles in span provide insight into the three-dimensional nature
of the flow in the near-exit region. Variation in mean u-component and its y-dependence
in the z-direction. We analyze the differences in fixed span at x/Dh = 1 downstream of
the nozzle exit. Each plot will contain nominal SPTE results denoted by dashed lines and
the wavy SPTE results in solid lines. The locations can be visualized in Fig. 6.11. For
this figure, the velocity is taken from the line coming out of the page (in y) for a given
spanwise location at a fixed downstream position.
We begin with the centerline plane x/D = 1 location, at the midpoint of the nominal
aft-deck, Fig. 6.12. Presence of the third stream is apparent on the lower side of the
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Figure 6.11: Top down view of the nominal aft-deck nozzle configuration with the indicated spanwise locations.

Figure 6.12: Velocity profile captured at x/Dh = 1 at the centerline z/Dh = 0.
curves. This is more obvious in the nominal case as the curve is roughly flat until Mach 1
is reached, then there is a slope indicative of the third stream. At the same location for the
wavy, the curve take a longer path into the core to reach supersonic speeds. The gradient
provides evidence of the third stream on this side of the nozzle and a more gradual step of
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speed from the deck to the free stream. This could be due to the presence of a separation
region which will be be studied by other methods throughout this section. The presence
of an oblique shock in both cases is noticeable through the inflection of the curves. The
shock is reached closer to the upper shear layer for the wavy SPTE case. The side with
the third stream still has less velocity than that of the upper core flow.

Figure 6.13: Velocity profile captured at x/Dh = 1 at the off-centerline plane z/Dh = 0.25.
As we move across in span, we see how the shock structure changes in z. From
z/Dh = 0.25 to z/Dh = 0.75 the accelerations switch from the upper stream accelerating
past the lower stream to both sides effectively matching one another. The latter is seen
in the velocity profile with an approximately flat curve in the z/Dh = 0.75 case. The wavy
velocity profiles for the z/Dh = 0.25 and z/Dh = 0.5 locations are clearly slower in velocity
than the nominal case for the U-component of velocity.
Both locations show the upper region being accelerated more than the third stream
side of the curve. The wavy case velocity at z/Dh = 0.5 in span virtually follows the upper
shear layer of the nominal case. From the z/Dh = 0.25 to the z/Dh = 0.5 in both splitter plate
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Figure 6.14: Velocity profile captured at x/Dh = 1 at the off-centerline plane z/Dh = 0.5.

Figure 6.15: Velocity profile captured at x/Dh = 1 at the off-centerline plane z/Dh = 0.75.
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Figure 6.16: Velocity profile captured at x/Dh = 1 at the off-centerline plane z/Dh = 1.
cases there is a decline in the speed near the upper shear layer.
The most notable difference in the spanwise profiles comes from the z/Dh = 1 profile,
the furthest location in span from the centerline. The wavy splitter case clearly has a
thicker shear layer extending into the ambient air. The growth rate of the wavy SPTE
case is larger for the wavy case as the wavy curve is thicker from its initiation. The velocity achieved in the controlled case is also significantly less than the nominal case and
maximizes less sharply than the nominal case.
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RMS.

Root mean square velocity fluctuations for the streamwise centerline plane are

presented in Fig. 6.17 and Fig. 6.18 for both splitter plates in the nominal aft-deck configuration. The RMS values delineate the shear layers as it highlights regions of high
fluctuations. Both figures show high fluctuations in the region near the reflecting shock,
known as the drill. The lobe of strong RMS in the nominal SPTE case is the presence
of a separation region that is able to reattach before the end of the deck. The RMS provides fluctuation information but can not necessarily directly define a separation. The
separation in the nominal case was determined through LES simulations. These are not
currently available for the wavy SPTE.

Figure 6.17: RMS of wavy SPTE (m/s)
The wavy SPTE case has high RMS values for a larger spatial region near the aft-deck
surface. We seek information on the separation region of the nominal to try to explain
the larger fluctuations near the deck in the wavy case. Three dimensional view of the
nominal SPTE displays large roll-up structures across the span of the splitter plate that
persist downstream and interact with the shock train. These structures are approximately
homogeneous in span.
Let’s assume the streamwise vortices in the simulations are present in the experiments,
as have been shown in experimental references in the literature review presented in Sec92

Figure 6.18: RMS of nominal SPTE (m/s)
tion 2.4 for similar designs. The higher RMS values would indicate that the controlled
case has enhanced the variability of u in the near deck region. Additionally, an increase in
variability in the spanwise direction due to the introduction of streamwise vortices could
knock down or prevent the emergence of the large roller structures previously seen in the
nominal SPTE.
The drill is a region of interest where the shock reflects off of the aft-deck. It is located
approximately 0.4Dh downstream. This is just before the separation in the nominal case.
The region persists further into the center of flow for the wavy SPTE case. The larger
separation before the drill could potentially be from stray reflections however this does
not explain the rest of the high fluctuating region. This region can not be confirmed as a
separation region for the wavy as was seen in the nominal until simulations can be used
as a guide. In keeping with the shock train, the region of high RMS extending toward the
end of the aft-deck could make for a poor reflector hence why two shocks are evident off
the end of the aft-deck in the wavy SPTE dilation figure.
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The shear layers are the regions of expected fluctuations. The shear layers build asymmetrically. For the wavy case, the rate of growth in the bottom shear layer is much steeper
just past the end of the aft-deck than the bottom shear layer in the nominal SPTE or even
the upper shear layer in the wavy case. The wavy SPTE shear layers clearly mix out and
grow much more rapidly. The slope from 2.5Dh to 3Dh is steeper in the wavy flow and
maintains more mixing between the upper and lower shear layers between this region.
The fluctuations penetrate further into the core of the controlled flow as indicated by the
contraction of the zone of no fluctuations (blue). With this, it is as if the wavy splitter
plates influence with the introduction of streamwise vortices are not as significant near
the exit but are felt more strongly downstream past the aft-deck. This may be due to
the spatial extent the streamwise vortices have to evolve and interact with structures by
the time they get to this region of the flowfield. Even though the PIV is constrained to
the exterior of the nozzle and LES of the full configuration has yet to be performed, the
controlled flow has certainly caused more mixing downstream based on RMS results.
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TKE.

TKE is another tool that allows the for the considerations of fluctuations in the

other velocity components and how the energy is transported through these fluctuations.
It merges the normal components of the stress tensor. The TKE is normalized by the exit
velocity to yield k/U 2j . This shows a similar outline to the RMS however now the shock
reflecting from the drill region is very pronounced. In the upper shear layer where this
shock comes in contact, the point is highlighted by strong fluctuations of TKE compared
to the shear layer in the immediate surrounding vicinity.

Figure 6.19: TKE of wavy SPTE k/U 2j at z/D = 0.
As expected from the conclusions drawn in the RMS, the TKE is significantly higher
downstream, specifically in the shear layers downstream of the aft-deck where the flow
is no longer bounded. Apart from the fluctuations in the boundary layer on the aft-deck
prior to the drill, the strongest fluctuations occur in the shear layers. Alternatively, the
inner core of the flow has minimal fluctuations as would be expected. The progression of
the flow downstream constricts this region as more flow eventually is entrained through
the shear layers.
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Reynolds Stresses.

The contributions of the turbulent fluctuations to the mean stress

tensor, in the form of Reynolds stresses are outlined here. The process decomposes the
forces imposed on the mean flow by velocity fluctuations of each component with others
components, or itself. The latter is essentially that of the RMS for the u component case
however uu is a normal component of the Reynolds stress tensor that is worth evaluating.
Note that in experimental applications, density is conventionally dropped and thus the
Reynolds stress has units indicative of velocity squared as opposed to stress.

Figure 6.20: Reynolds stress uu/U 2j at z/D = 0 for the wavy SPTE.

Figure 6.21: Reynolds stress uu/U 2j at z/D = 0 for the nominal SPTE.
The magnitude of uu is much higher than that of vv or uv in comparison of just the
wavy SPTE. The uu Reynolds stress shows fluctuations on the aft-deck that extend to the
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end of the aft-deck. The reflected shock off of the drill region is also more apparent for
the squared term. The nominal flow has less fluctuations than the wavy SPTE flow. The
upper shear layer in the controlled case undergoes fluctuations upwards of 0.024 before
the end of the aft-deck whereas this value is not reached until an additional diameter
downstream for the nominal flow.
The off-diagonal components of the stress tensor, such as the uv term shows a much
thinner upper shear layer above the aft-deck than was present in the uu contour. The
shear layers in this case are denoted by opposite signs as the direction of the v component
plays a role. Interestingly, there is a small region of opposite sign in the bottom shear
layer at the end of the aft-deck. The reflecting shock off the aft-deck is still highlighted in
this case as it is for the vv case as well, as expected.

Figure 6.22: Reynolds stress uv/U 2j at z/D = 0.
The vv contour shows the location in which this shock reflects off of the upper shear
layer as well as a small region before the shock is reflected off of the deck. These features
are more prominent in the wavy SPTE flow. This component has significantly less magnitude than the uu counterpart but clearly outlines the location of the upper shear layer
before the deck and presents a large jump in magnitude for the shear layers once they are
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unbounded downstream.

Figure 6.23: Reynolds stress vv/U 2j at z/D = 0.

Figure 6.24: Reynolds stress vv/U 2j at z/D = 0.
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6.1.2

Cross Stream

In addition to the streamwise planes, PIV measurements were made in the cross stream.
Corner vortex evolution contributes largely to the three dimensionality of the plume in
this orientation. Thus, the cross planes provide information of the plume evolution in the
y-z plane.
Measurements were performed at various locations in the x-direction with more finely
spaced planes located in the aft-deck region. The planes begin in quarter diameter increments, x = 0 2Dh . The 0 plane created issues in measurements due to the proximity of
the laser to the metallic jet. Due to this, reflections were created that are detrimental to the
CCD cameras and hinder the ability to measure vectors accurately in the plane. Therefore, measurements in the cross stream begin at x/D = 0.5. Once the end of the aft-deck is
met, the measurements persist downstream in 1Dh increments from x = 2 6Dh . The PIV
windows spanwise extent was from z/Dh = 1.5 to z/Dh = 1.5. Downstream of the exit at
x/Dh = 0.5, the velocity profile is fairly uniform as the plume is rectangular in shape. At
this location, the flow remains bounded on the third stream side by the aft-deck. Even
though the plume has had space to evolve and mix with the upper ambient air the corner
vortices are just beginning to appear in the upper profile, on the right hand side vortice.
The deck bounds the flow on the bottom side and therefore restricts the initiation of the
vortices until downstream of the deck.
Location x/Dh = 1 shows the movement of the corner vortices, which at this location
are now noticeable. A small separation is seen at this location as well. This is evident
in 1.5x/Dh as well. This is likely the same separation seen in the streamwise RMS and is
another form of validation for the region. 2Dh is the end of the aft-deck and thus moving
past this point begins the production of the bottom corner vortices being that the lower
portion of the plume is now able to entrain the ambient fluid. At 3x/Dh the upper corner
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vortices are still stretching the core in span with visible lobes.

Figure 6.25: Out of plane bulk velocity in various cross plane measurements.
The thickness of the shear layers grows upon the ending of the deck and the lower
shear layer is concave downward. The variation from location to location is higher in the
downstream locations due to the step sizes downstream of measurements being larger
but also due to the evolution of the corner vortices. From 3x/Dh and downstream, the
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high speed core flow region begins to shrink, changing from an elongated rectangle in
span to a more square-like geometry as the velocity mixes out and the shear layers grow
in size.
The end of the aft-deck position is a plane of interest due to a frequency that persists
to this location in the wavy case but not the nominal case. The St ⇡ 0.25 is present in both
cases but does not present itself that far downstream in the nominal case. Therefore, to
gain insight into the differences in flow at this location, other analysis methods will be
used.
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6.1.3

POD

Streamwise Due to the evidence that the wavy splitter has a larger imprint downstream, the window chosen focuses on the region where the nominal aft-deck ends. Spanwise planes are tested in increments of half a diameter to look at the relevant structures
containing energy for the different planes of z/Dh = 0, 0.5, 1 for the nominal aft-deck.
We begin with the symmetry plane as it has been discussed extensively above and
will then extend the analysis in span. The energy spectrum of the eigenvalues is seen
in Fig. 6.26 for both SPTE cases. The centerline plane downstream of the aft-deck has its
first mode that resembles the bottom shear layer (the shear layer that had previously been
bounded by the aft-deck), seen in Fig. 6.28 for the wavy flow.

Figure 6.26: Energy content of modes for the uncontrolled and controlled flows of the
centerline plane.
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Figure 6.27: Streamwise plane z/D = 0 spatial POD modes for the wavy SPTE.
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Figure 6.28: Streamwise plane z/D = 0 spatial POD modes for the wavy SPTE.
The leading mode for the controlled flow consists of the bottom shear layer. This mode
has different spatial structures between the two SPTE cases as the nominal flow shows a
structure in the upper shear layer. The controlled flow shows an increase in energy for
this leading mode as well as the modes following. Expansion into further modes begins
to reveal the upper shear layer that is strong in modes 2-4 of the controlled flow. These
modes match modes 1-3 in the nominal flow. As would be expected, higher mode numbers present smaller scale structures in both cases. For the controlled flow, these spatial
structures appear in the upper and lower shear layers with comparable magnitudes. The
uncontrolled flow on the otherhand shows structures that dominate in magnitude for either the upper or lower shear layer. For both cases, these structures oscillate in phase for
different modes. As the structures reduce in size and energy within the shear layers, the
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energy content is increased for higher mode numbers in the controlled flow.
For the z/Dh = 0.5 case, the core flow is observed as a structure in the first mode as
well as the upper shear layer in the wavy case Fig. 6.29. Uniquely, the core flow region
is not highlighted the modes for this region in the nominal SPTE Fig. 6.30. Mode 2 is
merely the core with the lower shear layer, indicating the shear layers play a predominate
role just downstream of the aft-deck at this location in span. The higher order modes
begin revealing smaller scale structures within the shear layers. Mode 4 for the wavy case
shows the same structures and relative phase as mode 5 in the nominal case. Mode 7 in
the wavy case presents the structures and phase values in the wavy case as mode 8 in the
nominal case. From this, it appears that the role of the wavy SPTE is to alter the order of
the energy containing structure modes.

Figure 6.29: Streamwise plane z/D = 0.5 spatial POD modes for the wavy SPTE.
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Figure 6.30: Streamwise plane z/D = 0.5 spatial POD modes for the nominal SPTE.
The z/D = 1 location is less of a low rank system with the first mode containing approximately 18 percent of the energy. Comparison between the furthest location in span,
z/Dh = 1 shows that the two SPTE cases share similar structures. Interestingly, mode 3
of the z/Dh = 0.5 wavy case is the same as the wavy mode 1 in this location, with opposite phase. The structures show a shearing in the spanwise direction. This structure is
not very prevalent in the uncontrolled flow. The z/D = 1 plane details the 3-D extent of
the nozzle and presents modes that break down to more fine scale structures because of
the planes presence next to the ambient fluid. Mode 3 of the wavy case is reminiscent of
mode 1 for the nominal SPTE. Additionally, mode 11 for the controlled flow has a pair of
opposing sign structures in the bottom shear layer as does mode 12 in the uncontrolled
flow.
The three streamwise planes tested across span showed an apparent reordering of
modes from the nominal to the wavy splitter plate case. The way in which the reordering
occured was not deterministic. Most modes that were reordered were shifted to lower
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Figure 6.31: Energy content of modes for the uncontrolled and controlled flows of the
streamwise z/D = 1 plane.

Figure 6.32: Streamwise plane z/D = 1 spatial POD modes for the wavy SPTE.
mode numbers but that is not true for all cases. To provide insight into more of the 3-D
nature of the structural modifications on the flow, the cross planes are analyzed.
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Figure 6.33: Streamwise plane z/D = 1 spatial POD modes for the nominal SPTE.
Cross Stream We look to view the spatial structures that are responsible for the downstream evolution by observing planes 4, 5, and 6 hydraulic diameters downstream. The
cross stream POD modes for the controlled flow are compared to the nominal in this orientation for view of the corner vortex evolution and other energy containing structures
that may exist in span. The goal is to determine whether the controlled flow has the same
energy containing structures in the higher energy modes or if perhaps the structures have
been changed or do not present themselves. The POD modes for the nominal case are
adapted from Magstadt’s campaign. Only the first 10-15 modes are presented for each
location to emphasis the higher energy containing modes.
We begin one full deck length beyond the nominal aft-deck, at 4x/Dh , Fig. 6.34 and Fig.
6.35. The first mode for both SPTE designs are the essentially the core flow coming out
of the plane. The energy captured within this mode for the wavy SPTE is approximately
19 percent. It is clear beyond mode 1 that the additional modes are not the same between
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the controlled and uncontrolled flows. Closer inspection indicates that some of the modes
may be reordered in the wavy case. The second mode in the wavy SPTE resembles the
structures in mode 5 of the nominal case. Mode 8 in the wavy also displays the pairs of
opposing signed lobes in a stacked configuration like that of mode 7 in the nominal case.

Figure 6.34: Cross-stream snapshot POD modes 1-10 for the wavy SPTE 4x/Dh downstream.

Figure 6.35: Cross-stream snapshot POD modes 1-10 for the nominal SPTE 4x/Dh downstream.
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The next downstream location is 5x/Dh in Fig. 6.37 and Fig. 6.38. The controlled and
uncontrolled flows have the same first mode, again, that is the core flow. This similarity
is not seen in the higher modes. Even mode 2 is vastly different between the cases. The
wavy SPTE shows lobes of alternating signs in a region where the upper corner vortices
dominate. It’s counterpart for the other side of the upper corner vortices is mode 4. The
pair of lobes of alternate signs are not seen in the nominal flow until mode 4.

Figure 6.36: Eigenvalue energy content for crossplane 5x/Dh downstream.

Figure 6.37: Cross-stream snapshot POD modes 1-10 for the wavy SPTE 5x/Dh downstream.
The grouping is side by side in the nominal case whereas the structures are stacked in
the shear layer of the wavy case. The controlled flow modes clearly support the notion
that the flow structures break up into smaller scales more rapidly. The energy content
for the wavy splitter plate has the first mode containing approximately 13 percent of the
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Figure 6.38: Cross-stream snapshot POD modes 1-10 for the nominal SPTE 5x/Dh downstream.
energy and the following 3 modes containing above 2 percent. Again it should be emphasized the energy modes presented here are solely for the wavy SPTE case. The values
will be expressed for the nominal SPTE as well by the presentation to more quantitatively
describe the possible shift in energy for the modes.
In the furthest plane downstream for POD, 6x/Dh , Fig. 6.40 and Fig. 6.41 show the
wavy and nominal results respectively. It is clear that the first mode is the same for both
cases. The energy content for mode 1 is the dominant structure at approximately 22 percent of the energy while all other modes lie below 5 percent energy.
Modes 2 and 3 for the wavy case appear to show oscillatory motion, as the two out
of phase structures switch from the right side of the plume to the left. This region is
where the upper corner vortices develop. The upper corner vortices are not bound by the
aft-deck and thus have had the full streamwise extent to develop to this point, making
their appearance more prominent in this location compared to the bottom corner vortices. Modes 2 and 3 for the nominal case show the same structures just in the opposite
order, shifting from right to left in the wavy SPTE versus left to right in the nominal case.
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Figure 6.39: Eigenvalue energy content for crossplane 6x/Dh downstream.
Though they are reordered, both show the same structures. The modes get more intricate
with increasing mode number due to the presence of smaller scale structures. Mode 10
of the wavy resembles mode 8 of the nominal splitter. Modes that remain as the same
mode number for both splitter plates at this location are mode 1, 11, and mode 7 (but
opposite phase signs). Compared to the previous location of 5x/Dh , the modes clearly
break up into smaller scale structures more rapidly as more mixing is occurring through
the progression of the plume downstream.
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Figure 6.40: Cross-stream snapshot POD modes 1-15 for the wavy SPTE 6x/Dh downstream.

Figure 6.41: Cross-stream snapshot POD modes 1-15 for the nominal SPTE 6x/Dh downstream.
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In addition to the 6x/Dh location, 2x/Dh is explored. The first mode is essentially the
out of plane flow resembling the core. As the mode number is increased, two shearing
like structures appear. In the nominal SPTE, the shock off the aft-deck end was shown
to ”flap” back and forth near the upper shear layer, in the x direction. If this shock is
still present it could explain the shearing motion in the x direction however this is merely
speculation herein.

Figure 6.42: Cross-stream snapshot POD modes 1-15.
The analysis of various POD planes in both the streamwise and cross stream directions
indicates that the role of the wavy SPTE is to reorder the spatial modes. In this process,
smaller scale structures are introduced in the lower numbered modes. This would inherently mean that if the eigenvalues remain constant, the small scale structures contribute
more energy to the controlled flowfield. The contribution of the wavy SPTE has more impact than rearranging the modes, as not only are small scale structures moved to higher
energy modes, but the energy content within the low rank modes is increased in the wavy
SPTE flow when compared to the nominal.
In the context of the flow control objective, small scale structures in lower spatial
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modes in conjunction with increased RMS, suggests an increase in unsteadiness and mixing in the controlled flow. An increase in unsteadiness opposes the initial intent of the
flow control design to decrease unsteadiness that could cause detriment to the aft-deck
over prolonged exposure.
Even though this is the case, the controlled flow is more low rank for all locations
tested. Therefore, fewer modes are needed to capture a set energy value when reconstructing the flowfield. This is predominantly due to the increase in energy for the leading mode in all wavy cases. Planes within the nozzle are of interest when full 3-D LES
is available to determine if the unsteadiness is in the near nozzle region or if the mixing
from the streamwise vortices is not felt until further downstream.
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6.2

Far-field Acoustics

Acoustic measurements are performed for a range of parameters to determine the effects
of each on the resulting noise experienced in the farfield of the nozzle for the wavy SPTE
compared to the nominal SPTE. The SPTE geometry, aft-deck geometry and nozzle pressure ratios are varied in the cases here while the nozzle temperature ratio is sustained at
an elevated temperature to accommodate the PIV measurement requirements.

6.2.1

Aft-deck Variation

Aft-decks of various length, width and chamfer have been experimentally tested for a
mildly heated nozzle. The following plots are the spectra of each deck plate in both the
uncontrolled and controlled SPTE flows. The main objective of the wavy SPTE was to
reduce the tone at St ⇠ 3.3. In each aft-deck configuration for the wavy SPTE, the high
frequency signal was reduced, as expected from simulations. Consequently, unintended
amplification of frequencies in the sideline microphones occurred in all cases with a deck
plate that extends out from the jet, i.e. all deck geometries except for the no deck case.
We begin the acoustic study with the nominal aft-deck as that has been the primary
deck of interest in this campaign. Fig. 6.43-6.45 show the length study, from the nominal aft-deck length and reducing down to a ”no” deck nozzle, in which the end of the
deck is flush with the nozzle lip. For the nominal SPTE, the tone is concentrated at the
120 °microphone at design operating conditions and has smaller presence in surrounding
microphones. This is consistent with the schlieren results of Berry who saw the structures emanating in that direction. In the nominal aft-deck case for the wavy SPTE, the St
⇠ 3.3 tone diminished in the controlled flow for all three microphones where it previously
occured for the nominal SPTE (135 , 120 and 105 ). However, an increase in two fre-
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Figure 6.43: Single-sided autospectral density for the nominal aft-deck configuration.
Note: Suppression of St ⇠ 3.3 (34 kHz) peak in controlled SPTE case.

Figure 6.44: Single-sided autospectral density for the half aft-deck configuration. Note:
Suppression of St ⇠ 3.3 (34 kHz) peak in controlled SPTE case.
quencies occurred for the 90 microphone. These strouhal numbers of ⇠ 0.53 and ⇠ 0.83
occur in the nominal SPTE but are elevated for the controlled flow. Peaks at the same
frequencies were amplified in the half deck configuration as well but were not present in
the no deck case. Due to the strouhal numbers being localized in the sideline microphone
and only occurring in a nozzle configuration that has an aft-deck extending outwards
suggests that the mechanism responsible is interacting with the aft-deck and propagating
directly perpendicular to the bulk flow.
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Figure 6.45: Single-sided autospectral density for the ”no” aft-deck configuration. Note:
Suppression of St ⇠ 3.3 (34 kHz) peak in controlled SPTE case.
In the no deck spectra, again the St ⇠ 3.3 is diminished for the controlled case. This
energy appears to be shifted to St ⇠ .25 in multiple microphones. A harmonic of this tone
can be seen in the 90° and 120° microphones at ⇠ 0.5. These values are slightly higher
than the screech tones found by Berry [11] for the no-deck configuration. The tests in
this study were taken simultaneously with PIV, which required a NT R ⇡ 1.2, whereas
the measurements of Berry were taken at NT R ⇡ 1.0. This rise in frequency due to the
difference in temperatures of the tests is in agreement with studies such as Tam et al. [99]
and Rosjford & Toms [84].
Fig. 6.46 and 6.47 are the spectra associated with the triangle and infinite-width aftdeck geometries. Similarly, these decks show a diminishment of the high frequency tone
in the wavy splitter case where the energy most notably is shifted to the sideline microphone. For the triangle deck, the St ⇠ 0.53 that was elevated for the nominal deck is also
raised significantly in the 90°microphone. The infinite deck on the other hand not only
sees an increase in St ⇠ 0.53 but in all frequenices above that. Instead of the signal rolling
off quickly near St 1 like in the nominal case, the wavy case contains significantly more
energy content in the higher frequencies for this microphone.
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Figure 6.46: Single-sided autospectral density for the triangle aft-deck configuration.
Note: Suppression of St ⇠ 3.3 (34 kHz) peak in controlled SPTE case.

Figure 6.47: Single-sided autospectral density for the infinite aft-deck configuration.
Note: Suppression of St ⇠ 3.3 (34 kHz) peak in controlled SPTE case.
Variation in the spectral content of the farfield provides insight into the frequencies
associated with flow mechanisms. If we instead look to seek information on the overall
sound pressure level (OASPL) for each microphone, we will find the significance, if any,
between each microphones noise in an integrated sense. Therefore, the OASPL is calculated for each observer position (i.e. microphone) for every aft-deck in the wavy SPTE
case.
The first comparison is made between the nominal SPTE and wavy SPTE cases for
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OASPL. The nominal aft-deck, the quasi-infinite in width aft-deck and the triangle aftdeck plates are compared in Fig. 6.48. The cases compared for OASPL are those that represent geometric modifications other than length. The nominal deck extends 2Dh downstream and the deck plate edges are flush with the nozzle walls. The infinite deck extends
the same distance in the downstream direction but the deck edges span more of the cross
plane. This deck is approximately 7Dh and thus covers surface area past the nozzle walls
upstream of the nozzle exit. In opposition of this design, the triangle is also compared
which has a chamferred design where the aft-deck edges are no longer flush with the
nozzle walls downstream of the exit.

Figure 6.48: Comparison of aft-deck geometries for the nominal SPTE and wavy SPTE
cases .
Fig. 6.48 shows the wavy SPTE results in red and the nominal SPTE cases in blue.
The nominal SPTE cases of nominal length (nominal and infinite decks) present lower
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sideline sound pressure levels than the wavy cases. The most notable differences are
in the 90°case, where a ⇠ 3dB increase occurred for the wavy SPTE. This lies within the
conservative uncertainty estimates of ±2dB. This gap between OASPL measurements
does not persist through the other angles.
The St ⇠ 3.3 tone was primarily evident in the 120°microphone. Though the tone
was reduced in the wavy SPTE case, the integrated sound pressure level for the
120°microphone has little variation from the nominal SPTE. By comparing the same aftdecks for the two SPTEs in this microphone, both data points for each microphone lie
within uncertainty and therefore do not show a significant reduction in the OASPL wavy
case. This trend continues sweeping through the microphone locations to 160°. The values lie within uncertainty for all locations of OASPL for the nominal and wavy SPTEs.
This signals that the modification to the splitter plate had no effect within the uncertainty
of this campaign. Therefore the high frequency tone was reduced without any measurable change in OASPL for the farfield microphones.
Fig. 6.49 shows the change in OASPL as a function of aft-deck geometry. This portion
compares the length study to the alternate geometric designs that were presented above.
Examination of the OASPL shows a coalescence of data points in the sideline (90°) angle.
The discrepancy within data points for the microphones 90-120°reside within uncertainty
of one another. Beyond these angles, however, the disparity between the no-deck configuration and the infinite aft-deck reaches its maximum of ⇠ 3.2dB which would still lie
within the confides of the uncertainty. Ultimately, the aft-deck geometry does not play a
role in OASPL of individual microphones.
The farfield spectra show the wavy SPTE was effective in mitigating the high frquency
tone originally seen in the nominal SPTE flowfield. This reduction of energy at this tone
resulted in an increase of energy content in additional frequencies primarily resulting in
increased energy in the sideline microphone. Though the controlled SPTE was successful
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Figure 6.49: Comparison of aft-deck geometries for the wavy SPTE case .
with the high frequency tone, OASPL measurements indicate that the overall noise in the
farfield for each observer location was not modified beyond uncertainty estimates.

6.2.2

Operating Condition Variation

The message thus far has been that the wavy SPTE is effective in getting rid of the high
frequency tone that leads to unsteady surface loading and dominance in the farfield. Up
to this point, the wavy SPTE has seemed to be advantageous for the nominal aft-deck. In
the case of the no-deck spectra however, the screech amplitude seemed to be increased
by the reduction of the St ⇠ 3.3. In the nominal SPTE no deck case, there is an increase
in screech depending on the angle of investigation. This section defines the difference in
screech that arises for each microphone in varying operating conditions. Screech tones in
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a jet are affected by shock strength, shock cell length, nozzle exit geometry and thus can
be altered by modifying the speed and temperature of the flow. Rectangular nozzles have
acted on a by-design basis for specific aspects of screech unlike axisymmetric designs. To
determine the effects of these modifications on the MARS, the design operating conditions
for the nominal and wavy SPTEs are compared against off-design conditions in the wavy
SPTE.
Tests are carried out for a total of 4 different conditions. Three operating conditions
in the wavy SPTE case for the no deck nozzle configuration are performed. The nozzle
pressure ratios tested are 4.25 (design operating conditions) equating to Mach 1.6 exit
velocity, 3.67 equating to approximately Mach 1.5 and 3.18 of approximately Mach 1.4.
The sound pressure levels for these runs are compared against that of the nominal SPTE
for the no deck case at design operating conditions. Every test maintained a mildly heated
temperature of 180°F. The influence of operating condition on the screech tones present
in various microphones are presented on a single microphone basis due to the directional
dependence of screech.
This analysis will begin with the microphone nearest the jet axis (designated microphone 1) and sweep through to the sideline angles. Error bars are presented in each
case with an uncertainty conservatively estimated ±2.3dB. This uncertainty value was
established to represent the worst case scenario in which the errors would constructively
combine [56].
The signature of microphone 1 in Fig. 6.50 is a broadband signal containing most of
the energy in the low frequency to mid frequency range. Off design conditions show a
reduction of SPL beyond uncertainties in the lower strouhal range where the broadband
noise occurs. As will be seen in data for additional microphones, the design operating
conditions for the wavy and nominal SPTE configurations produce a screech tone at St
⇠ 0.53 . This frequency is shifted to higher frequencies as the tests move further from the
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Figure 6.50: No deck SPL in microphone 1 for various operating conditions.
design conditions. Additionally, the first harmonic of this tone is produced in the NPR
3.67 case designated in red in the figure. For the condition of NPR 3.18 the screech tone
amplitude is reduced significantly from that of the other three tests.

Figure 6.51: No deck SPL in microphone 2 for various operating conditions.
The screech tone amplitudes progressively decrease in the third microphone as they
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shift to higher frequencies for lower velocities. The higher strouhal numbers in this microphone show a more significant difference between the sound levels in the various tests
with the highest values produced by the nominal SPTE and the lowest SPL produced by
the lowest speed wavy SPTE case. It should be noted that the St ⇠ 0.53 is not prevalent
in the microphones that approach the jet axis. This tone will become more distinct in the
mid-angle microphones.

Figure 6.52: No deck SPL in microphone 3 for various operating conditions.
Note in microphone 4 that the cases begin to shift where the screech tone amplitude
is becoming equal to or less than that of the broadband whereas in the lower angle cases
the the screech tone amplitudes were dominant. This is the only case where the screech
amplitudes are less than that of the broadband. Also see a shift in this microphone to
lower SPLs overall compared to microphones 1-3.
By microphone 5, the broadband portion of the signals have narrowed into a smaller
frequency band. In this situation, the NPR 3.67 wavy case is minimally more quite in the
broadband section however the primary screech frequency has again shifted to higher
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Figure 6.53: No deck SPL in microphone 4 for various operating conditions.
frequencies but now is equivalent in amplitude to the NPR 4.25 tests. The first harmonic
is additionally still present only in the NPR 3.67 case. The NPR 3.18 case is significantly
more quite than the on design cases for this microphone, well below uncertainty with the
exception of the screech tone amplitude.
In microphone 6, the wavy NPR 4.25 case is virtually indistinguishable from the NPR
4.25 nominal SPTE case for lower strouhal numbers that occur before the screech frequency. The screech amplitude for the 4.25 wavy case is a great deal higher than the
nominal case and significantly more than the other cases. This is also the only configuration for this microphone in which the screech amplitude is significantly more than the
broadband tones. The 4.25 wavy case also shows its first resemblance of the first harmonic in this microphone. For the nominal 4.25 case, the emergence of the 34 kHz tone
can be seen in microphone 6. The wavy 3.18 signal only appears to have the screech tone
present with an amplitude less than the broadband portion of the signal.
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Figure 6.54: No deck SPL in microphone 5 for various operating conditions.

Figure 6.55: No deck SPL in microphone 6 for various operating conditions.
From microphone 6 to microphone 7, there is a clear reduction of SPL in the lower
frequencies. What was a broadband peak in the lower angle microphones shifts to a more
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flat signature in the lower frequency indicating more mixing across these scales. The
nominal case has a high amplitude for the screech frequency and a large increase in the
St ⇠ 3.3 (34 kHz) tone. The wavy case for the 4.25 condition shows a clear diminishment
in the high frequency tones. The main screech tone is prominent while the first harmonic
is minutely present. The wavy 4.25, nominal 4.25 and wavy 3.67 have approximately the
same amplitude for the screech tone regardless of the frequency at which it occurs. The
nominal 4.25 has a slight amplitude for the first harmonic. Meanwhile, the wavy 3.67
show the screech tone, first harmonic and second harmonic. This is the first appearance
of the second harmonic in any of the pressure signals for this sweep through. The wavy
3.18 has an overpowering signature of the primary screech tone for this microphone and
first harmonic.

Figure 6.56: No deck SPL in microphone 7 for various operating conditions.
Microphone 8 furthers the notion of the signals flattening and reducing in overall levels of SPL across the curves. All of the curves are virtually flat, making the screech tones
and harmonics the driving factor for noise in these sideline orientations. The screech tone
and first harmonic for the 4.25 cases and 3.18 case are practically the same in value be128

tween the two frequencies. Aside from minimal differences across frequencies, the main
take away from this microphone for the no deck case is that the NPR 3.67 case has a more
dominant first harmonic than the screech tones in the other orientations or the screech
tone for the 3.67 configuration.

Figure 6.57: No deck SPL in microphone 8 for various operating conditions.
In the sideline angle, 90 degrees from the jet axis, microphone 9, some of the energy
that was prominent in the lower frequencies has now shifted to the higher frequencies.
The 4.25 cases have screech tones and first harmonics approximately equal in magnitude.
On the contrary, the NPR 3.67 case again has a first harmonic that has a much higher
amplitude than that of the screech tone. The 3.18 case is similar however the differences
between the screech and first harmonic are within uncertainty and therefore are not significantly different in magnitudes.
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Figure 6.58: No deck SPL in microphone 9 for various operating conditions.

6.3

Near-field pressures

The spectral content in the region about St ⇠ 3.3 was the primary motivating factor for the
use of passive flow control. The energy content associated with this frequency has been
reduced in the farfield but there is still the question as to whether the frequency remains
in the nearfield and is mixed out by the farfield. To answer this, nearfield pressure is
captured within the aft-deck and the nozzle. The first location of interest is transducer F.
The spot of this probe was compared for LES and experiments in the nominal flow just
downstream of the instability. The plots in Fig. 6.59 show the signature at 34 kHz for the
nominal nozzle. Exploration of this location for the wavy SPTE, displayed in Fig. 6.60,
clearly shows the removal of the tone. Here, the slope trends downward across the scales
with no presence of dominating peak frequencies as were noted in the nominal SPTE flow.
The surface pressures in the nearfield of the jet are explored to identify if the 34 kHz
(St 3.3) tone is present in the nearfield and mixed out before reaching the farfield or if the
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Figure 6.59: Kulite surface pressure for location F for the nominal SPTE.

Figure 6.60: Kulite surface pressure for location F for the wavy SPTE.
tone has been diminished throughout the flow domain. Two distinct regions are explored:
the nearfield of the nozzle exit consisting of multiple measurement locations in the aftdeck surface and the internal portion of the nozzle in the near SPTE region. The choice of
measurement locations are detailed in Section 5.4.2 but to refresh the reader Fig. 6.61 is
the nozzle geometry with the nominal aft-deck with all of the locations labeled.
Figure 6.62 displays surface pressure results for five kulite pressure transducers situated in the surface of the nominal aft-deck.
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The most prominent dif-

Figure 6.61: Kulite surface pressure locations in nominal aft-deck overlaid on schlieren
imaging from nominal SPTE data.

Figure 6.62: Kulite surface pressures for nominal SPTE and wavy SPTE.
ference in the surface pressures that is distinct is the reduction of the St ⇡

3.3tone f orallsur f acepressurelocations.T hisprovidesevidencethatthecontrolled f lowhasnotonlyreducedthetone
.25 begins downstream of the reflecting shock at location D and persists to downstream
locations C and A. The frequency shifts in amplitude across the probes, from large just
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after the drill, reduces in the region beyond this and at some point by the end of the deck
regains amplitude. This frequency does not reach the end of the aft-deck in the nominal
case. An additional peak is also apparent for a narrow frequency band at the end of the
aft-deck for St⇠ 1.33. This frequency was found in the nominal flowfield via schlieren but
was not present in the surface pressures.
The physical mechanism responsible for the St ⇠ .25 would not be of interest in the
wavy case because the ultimate purpose of this study is to define how the wavy SPTE has
altered the flowfield and the frequency is seen in both cases. However, the presence of
the tone extends further downstream in the wavy SPTE flowfield. Therefore, methods to
obtain the physical mechanisms responsible are presented in Section 7.1.

Figure 6.63: Kulite surface pressures for nominal SPTE and wavy SPTE.
Three additional probes were explored within the nozzle at the end of the SPTE. The
probes are shown again in Fig. 6.63 and are color coded to match the associated spectra.
Between the three spectral plots, it is clear that energy near the wavy SPTE is input into
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Figure 6.64: Kulite surface pressures for nominal SPTE and wavy SPTE.
the higher frequencies or smaller scales as expected. This is apparent through the broad
peaks in the higher strouhal region. The curve with the largest energy in these scales is the
case at a peak of the SPTE and is located in the near-wall region of the nozzle, probe X. The
other peak tested toward the center of the flow, location Z, rolls off until the frequencies
in the range of St ⇠ 3. The trough case, at location Y, tapers off in energy with increasing
frequency until St ⇠ 1 is reached at which a large increase in amplitude occurs until the
upper bound of the frequency range. One particular frequency occurs very sharply in all
three cases at St ⇠ 1.33. This is the same frequency that was captured in narrow peaks on
the aft-deck surface pressure plot at the end of the aft-deck.
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CHAPTER 7
CONCLUSIONS

Passive control techniques have been implemented into the Multi-Aperture Rectangular Single Expansion Ramp Nozzle (MARS), representing an emerging propulsion design.
The study leverages the strengths of both the simulated and experimental databases to
maximise the understanding of the underlying flow physics of passive control. LES for a
compressible mixing layer formed by independent streams was performed and described
by Doshi to examine the receptivity of the SPTE as this is the location of the dominant instability seen previously. Resolvent forcing modes showed that the SPTE was the spatial
region with the highest receptivity. Various wavenumber simulations showed the introduction of streamwise vortices which enhanced mixing and monotonically reduced the
shear layer response. Thus, the dominant tone from the shedding instability was reduced
as the wavenumber increased. These simulations informed the control strategy used here.
Based on simulation results of the simplified configuration, a wavenumber of 0.8 was
used experimentally in the full nozzle configuration. Controlled flow experiments were
successful in showing the diminishment of the St ⇠ 3.3 (34 kHz) tone, in agreement with
simulation results. However, unintended amplification of two frequencies in the microphone perpendicular to the nozzle were apparent in all configurations with an aft-deck
that extends outward from the nozzle, i.e. all except for the no deck case. These frequencies have yet to be linked to potential flow structures in the near-field but methods to do
so are presented in the future work Section 7.1. The wavy SPTE was successful in reducing the tone in the farfield however probes were positioned in the nearfield to determine
whether the tone is mixed out by the farfield or if it ceases to arise for the controlled flow.
Nearfield pressure measurements within the nozzle and on the aft-deck surface confirm
the tone is not uniquely present in the severity of the nominal flow and the instability
is not initiated in the way that it does for the nominal SPTE. The nearfield SPTE probes
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showed a mixing across smaller scales in the SPTE region as the probes had broad peaks
that extended across a long range of high frequencies.
PIV results for the streamwise orientation of various deck plates showed an increase in
jet plume deflection by one degree for the nominal and no aft-deck cases and no change in
the plume deflection angle for the half deck. Additional insight into the nominal aft-deck
RMS values for the streamwise plane showed an enhancement of mixing for the controlled flow case with increased fluctuations near the aft-deck surface and higher growth
rates in the shear layers. The velocity profiles for centerline measurements verified the
increased plume deflection for the controlled flow. Off-centerline measurements studied
for a location on the aft-deck showed a decrease in the u-component of velocity for the
off centerline planes. In addition, for the position at the edge of the nozzle the shear layer
was significantly thicker for the wavy SPTE and showed a reduction in mean U velocity.
The use of reduced order modeling with POD showed that for a given plane location,
streamwise or cross stream, the role of the wavy splitter plate is to reorder the modes.
Small scale structures were pushed to lower number modes and contained more energy
than the nominal SPTE counterparts.
The essence of this study between the controlled and uncontrolled flows is essenetially that there is evidence the two-dimensional wave design has acted to break up large
scale structures, being that the St ⇠ 3.3 (34 kHz) is no longer present in the farfield acoustics, in the nearfield surfaces pressures on the aft-deck, nor present in a dominate way
for the pressure measurements within the nozzle. Even though the PIV is constrained to
the exterior of the nozzle and LES of the full configuration has yet to be performed, the
controlled flow has certainly acted to break up the roller structures because the characteristic frequency is no longer present in the flowfield. This lays the groundwork for passive
control of the MARS and supports the notion of using a simplified numerical scheme to
inform complex experimental configurations.
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7.1

Outlook

This nozzle presents an interesting challenge due to the VCE it was designed after and the
multiple components which are at play: multi-stream, supersonic flow, aft-deck, splitter
plate, temperature variation, etc.. There is still much work that can be done to understand the implications of introducing the wavy SPTE into the system. Once the full nozzle simulations are complete, experimental results can be compared to LES to validate the
two datasets are analyzing the same flowfield. The ability to match the data and exploit
the strengths of both the simulated and experimental databases, to maximise the understanding of the underlying physics within the entirety of the flow domain, should not be
undervalued and is at the core of the joint collaboration on the MARS. The combination
of the two data sets can provide information as to the pressure loading on the surface of
the aft-deck that was problematic in the nominal nozzle.
There is still much that can be done to analyze the passive control implementation
experimentally in the mean time. Alternate aft-decks can be tested for analysis other than
acoustics to further characterise the differences between the controlled flow and nominal
design. The aft-deck introduced plume vectoring based on the length of the deck extending out from the nozzle. Only three lengths were mentioned here. One could imagine,
however, a scenario in which the aft-deck length is modulated to sweep through various lengths as an ”active” aft-deck. The flow would need to be analyzed for the discrete
points of the deck movement to compare between the nominal SPTE and wavy SPTE
flows. This could lead to the identification of the aft-deck length with the highest plume
vectoring capabilities. A moving aft-deck framework could allow for high plume vectoring when maneuverability is critical and the deck could be positioned at the nominal
length for no maneuvering portions of flight. A control scheme in this way could provide
a bridge between passive and active control.
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The frequency content of the modified length aft-decks is also of great interest. The
propagation of the frequencies solely to the sideline angle suggests the frequencies are
occurring in the near nozzle region and traveling perpendicular to the flow in that region.
Speculation of the frequencies arising in the sideline microphone could be caused by fine
scale turbulence, consistent with the increased mixing observed in this study. Fine scales
have been observed to be responsible for tones in the sideline angle for axisymmetric jets.
Techniques such as OID should be investigated to identify ”loud” structures or modes
that contribute to a specified frequency. OID could provide detail of the structures at play
for the frequencies that were not previously seen in the farfield microphones.
A key component of engine design for full scale applications is the thrust. Perturbations to the SPTE previously were shown to have an advantageous impact on thrust [85].
The wavy SPTE flowfield results indicate the thrust would be modified for the wavy SPTE
because the controlled flow clearly diverts velocity into vertical and out of plane components that would otherwise move in the streamwise direction for the nominal flow. The
immediate impact on thrust could be identified by the integral method through use of the
PIV planes already obtained.
The outlook of this research moves beyond that of the current database and passive
control scheme to modify the SPTE. The wavy SPTE campaign has prompted the exploration of active control schemes in order to better understand and manipulate the flow.
This is a natural next step for the nozzle, whether this would mean reimplementing the
nominal SPTE and trying to achieve the same reduction of the 34 kHz tone as the passive
control scheme did, or expanding upon the passive control and implementing an active
control scheme with the passive control in place. There are many objectives an active
control scheme could perform. Fundamentally, the study could cover how much energy
needs to be input into the system to reduce the tone in the farfield. The control could be
easily modified to see how the actuator inputs affect the flow downstream through PIV.
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If PIV is obtained, OID could be used to introduce real-time modifications to the control
actuators based on the ”loud” modes present.
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APPENDIX A
APPENDIX

Figure A.1: Centerline velocity profiles of the wavy and nominal SPTE nozzles for the
location x/Dh = 3.

Figure A.2: Centerline velocity profiles of the wavy and nominal SPTE nozzles for the
location x/Dh = 5.
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Figure A.3: Centerline velocity profiles of the wavy and nominal SPTE nozzles for the
location x/Dh = 6.

Figure A.4: Centerline velocity profiles of the wavy and nominal SPTE nozzles for the
location x/Dh = 6.
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